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i)iJilI ~- as sa as 

Whitman was a great teacher. Because what is Whitman? 
He was not only intensely conscious, but he was open-eyed! 
He had tremendous eyes to see everything-he taught us 
to see things. He was our poet ... Perhaps this is our 
tradition: to discover things, to be in the sea, to be in the 
mountains, and approach every living thing ... And then 
everyone has to choose a road-a refined and intellectual 
way, or a more brotherly, general way, trying to embrace 
the world around you, to discover the new world. 

Pablo Neruda in conversation with Robert Bly 
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H.R. HAYS AS A MOUNTAIN PASS 

When I was trying to write my first book, I found the most 
amazing things in the Reading Rooms-the two big ones with 
their green lampshades and ecstatic high ceilings-of the New York 
Public Library on 42nd St; and one of the most astonishing to me 
was H.R. Hays' 12 SPANISH AMERICAN POETS. I found in it 
Vallejo's 'Spider' and Velarde's ·Ants'. I still love the delicacy of 
Gorostiza. 

The cricket does not sing. It ticks out 
The music 
Of a star. 

It measures 

The luminous pauses 

With its hourglass. 


It is a wonderful book. I wonder how many lonely people have 
found a way through that book. 

I later found a used copy, and kept it with me wherever I 
moved, and gradually, through Hays' translation of 'Alberto Rojas 
Jimenez Comes Flying', I came to realize how wild Neruda was. I 
never tried to translate that poem, and preferred to remember 
Hays' version which I love. Actually I loved the poem so much 
when I f),rst read it that I didn't want to lose the joy of it by 
failing to translate it well. 

This book is a mountain pass. How odd that you don't 
even know of the mountains until you are in the pass! I am 
grateful to H.R. Hays for so many gifts, in prose and poetry (he 
is the first translator of the range of Juan Ramon Jimenez) but 
especially for this gift. 

I imagine he conceived the book hJmself, no one asked him 
for it, and no one thanked him for it, much. Well, so, we can 
thank him for it now. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary Spanish-American poetry begins with Modernism 
(1880-1916) which, while an amalgam of French Parnassian and 
Symbolist esthetics with Spanish Post-Romanticism, signifies a 
marked break with the Latin American literary past and the begin
ning of what Octavio Paz, the Mexican poet and essayist, has called 
the 'tradition of severance'. For the history of Latin American 
poetry in the twentieth century has been precisely one of constant 
rupture with the immediate poetic past in an endless quest for 
renewal. 

The poetry of Vicente Huidobro, the Avant-garde Chilean 
Creationist, initiates the fIrst major and undoubtedly the most radical 
step in this incessant series of poetic revolutions. In a violent re
action against Modernism, he challenges poets to consider themselves 
miniature gods whose mission is not to describe existing reality but 
to magically create worlds which, were it not for the poem, would 
never exist. The poem becomes a series of images, often quite bizarre 
in their originality: a Cowboy riding on a violin string across the 

Niagara Falls putting out the poet's pipe. 
Two poetic giants succeed Huidobro in shaping the course of 

Latin American poetry. One, the Walt Whitman of Latin America, 
the Surrealist turned Communist, whose voice bellows with exuber
ance in its grandiloquent celebration of America: the Neruda of the 
Canto general, the creator of high-flown, at times hermetic metaphors, 
the singer of Elemental Odes to even the most inSignificant of life's 
treasures (dictionaries, cats, keys, scissors, etc.). The other, more 
akin to our American Beat Generation, the low-key, colloqUial voice 
of human desperation in all its humility and prosaic vulgarity, the 
'human poet' of Poemas humanos: C6sar Vallejo. It might be said 
that contemporary Latin American poetry basically wavers between 
these two poetic modes, with the Vallejo tradition gaining precedence 
every day, for in Vallejo are found the germs of the latest poetic 
revolution to take hold of Latin American poetry: the antipoetry of 
Nicanor Parra. 

Antipoetry is an attempt to bring poetry down from the 
Olympus and back to the masses. Its themes are often presented in 
prosaic anecdotes recounting experiences which are all too universally 
familiar and vJIich serve as premonitions of man's ultimate disillu
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sionment and frustration. Lihn's 'Memories of Marriage' is a perfect 
example. The very title forebodes the unhappy ending for these 
newlyweds, who are 'drifting apan a little more at each step' in their 
search for 'a new site for a marriage to crumble'. The antipoet is an 
irreveren t devil with a mischievous gleam in his eye, whose sole pur
pose is to unmask the hypocrisy and emptiness of man's sacred rites, 
to strip them' of their pompous solemnity, and to ridicule them in all 
their absurdity: 'As a kid I was very playful/I'd enjoy laughing at the 
urns/they seemed too solemn to me' (Parra's 'Memories of a Coffin', 
where the dead man enjoys himself immensely at his wake and . 
funeral). Bu t perhaps the most outstanding feature of antipoetry is 
its 'antipoetic' language (and it is here that Vallejo contributed most), 
its refusal to use traditional poetic speech, its total rejection of a 
'poet's poetry' of imagery and metaphor, its insistence on everyday 
language in all its vulgarity and crudity, with its cliches, jingles, ob
scenities, graffiti, and commercials (the Tropical Paradise of Travel 
Agency propaganda in Cardenal's 'The Most Economical Caribbean 
Paradises.. .' for example). What's more, the colloquial and often 
eschatological expressions are frequently juxtaposed against phrases 
taken from totally disparate linguistiC contexts, as occurs in the 
'sonnet' of Cisneros, where the poet unites Romans and Corn Flakes 
('this rain which rusted the ROITlans in the Northern lands/enclosed 
me in my box of Corn Flakes') and blasphemously refers to the two 
snepherd protagonists of the 'First Eclogue' of the famous Renais
sance poet Garcilaso de la Vega as 'Nemeroso the Big-balled, Salicio, 
the Hairy-nutted'. 

No survey of contemporary Latin American poetry would be 
complete without mentioning yet a third direCtion, a metaphysical, 
intellectual poetry, whose principal representative is Octavio Paz. His 
is a poetry which seeks an explanation of life's mystery through the 
very poetic creation itself. As Alejandra Pizarnik, whose poetry is 
very much akin to that of Paz, says in 'Revelations': 'L.ying at your 
side at night/words are part of a code. They're . The puetic 

itself, in its miraculous union of form and meaning. contains 
within it the secret mystery of life. 

The brief anthology of Latin Arne rican poetry which follows 
attempts to illustrate these trends in the most recent Latin American 
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poets (Huidobro is the only exception). There are the Nerudian 
telluric and social poets (Jorge Carrera Andrade, Pedro Mir), the 
prosaic antipoets (Antonio Cisneros, Jose Kozer, Jaime Sabines, 
Enrique Lihn), the combination of the two, 'socially committed 
antipoets' we might call them (Cardenal, Dalton, Geada), and the 
metaphysical poets (Alejandra Pizarnik). 

Some thirty-four years ago H.R. Hays noted 'three general 
attitudes' in contemporary Latin American poetry: 

There is, first, the complete withdrawal from anything 
local, poetry which is really a part of European litera
ture. Then there is poetry concerned with provincial 
life in which the writer generally expresses his dissat
isfaction with the sterility and poverty of his environ
ment. Finally, there is the attempt to make use of 
national characteristics, which involves the use of local 
color and folklore. 

As we have seen, Latin American poetry has changed radically since 
Hays' assessment. It no longer escapes the American reality through 
the slavish imitation of European forms nor does it don a picturesque 
Americanism built on local color and folklore. Latin American 
poetry is a verbal adventure, a linguistic experiment, totally American 
in its use of language yet universal in the human experience it 
portrays. 

Marlene Gottlieb 

JORGE CARRERA ANDRADE 

GEOGRAPHY 

Geography, you were my teacher of dreams. 

I read blue books of seas and rivers 

in my impossible voyages. 

I learned about climbing lost mountains 

peopled by.rocks, 
i about exploring unknown forests 

I where in secret grows a nameless plant. 

I I landed on the flowery isles, 
a new Ulysses fallen among thorns I 

.1 in search of the love that does not perish, 
j a shining flower in the darkness 


with a liquid distilled by time.
Ii 
Geography, you gave me your bays 

asleep among the foam 

and your maps of clouds for the celestial journey. 

You taught me to look at the horizons 

like coffers that open, spilling out treasures. 

The flying fish 

plunge their lost alphabet into the waters 

of a buried world. 


Teacher of dreams, Geography, 

grant me the supreme gift, 

guide me to the still undiscovered Continent 

where love flowers 
like a nameless plant. 

Trans. 

j 
I 

Donald D. Walsh 
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MYSTERY OF THE SEA 

The sea shakes its dark mantles, 
flinging bewildered seagulls to the sky. 
The sea spreads immeasurable cloths 
and unfolds them one by one, 
with infinite patience, 
at a measured pace, 
never making a mistake, 

up to the exact spot 

marked by the limits of the foam. 


The waves add up and up 

to be subtracted in due course. 

It's an eternal blue reckoning 

that the thunder undoes with persistent rhythm 

and that then restores itself 

in pauses of silence. 


Lover of islands, 

dark devourer of horizons, 

the sea whispers to the earth 

with silken word or thunderous word, 

the deep planetary mysteries 

preserved in shadowy emerald cellars, 

the salty secret 

tha t stirs its bowels 

and sets pulsing its immense and navigable heart. 


Trans. Donald D. Walsh 

TREES OF THE AMAZON 

Ash-barked trees, 
I salute you, 


fathers of the hammock 

and of the net, 

trees of spice stores, 

trees of pepper and cinnamon, 


6 

gigantic planetaria, 

immense shade factories. 


Wood of stone, 

wood of iron, 

world of wood, 

men of woo~, 


followers of the trail 

of the secret manatee, 

of the spectacled alligator, 

of the clock-bird 

that lays blue eggs. 


Obese trees, 

ancients with dried-out veins, 

baby trees, 

trees, 

trees, 

with their feet in the water, 

fatherland of the electric fish 

and of the boa 

that hangs from the shoulders 

of the maiden-tree. 


Yellow trees 

with greai spherical fruit 

looted by the white buzzards 

and the monkeys that howl 

at the flight of the sun 
with their entourage ~ 
of rosy ibis. -j 

Each morning 
1 

1 we celebrate the banquet 
of abundance: 
Amazon wedding, 
an enormous feast 
served by the trees 
to millions of birds 
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in the splendor 
of a universe 
of shadow, water and wood. 

Trans. Donald D. Walsh 

QUITO SUN AND RAIN 

They share the joy of mountain coolness, 

the bell captive in its tower, 

the Indians with their sacks of vegetables, 

the asses with their loads of wood. 


The faces have deep gentleness 

in the constant bustle of the sidewalk 

and the twilight scene is dominated 

by the towers of noble, haUghty faces. 


The sun is good like warm bread 

and it melts into gold, until the coming of 

a sudden shower or the setting sun. 


With its stone face, Quito prays 

in its beacon of transparent rain 

or dreams that it's an Ark sailing in the sky. 


Trans. Donald D. Walsh 

SEASONS OF STONY BROOK 

For George Quasha 

I 

New steps 
to the highest window 

The world sees itself 
laid out in wheat and boats 

Below the wind 
climbs the highest branches 

The sea stretches out 
trimmed with white 

The most intense clarity mines 
prisoner 
in the clear window. 

II 

When summer passes 
with its gUitar of leaves 

the flame of a pheasant 
, burns in the window 

reviving extinguished hopes 
of a hidden paradise 
among dry leaves. 

III 

Long Island 
island of squirrels 
Winter is a blank page 
in front of my window 

A quail 
falls in the snow 
heavy bag 
of golden coins 
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The Holy Bible is open on the table 
at the chapter of Psalms. 

IV 

The squirrel blazes in the tree 
The cry of the bird helps the day to die 
The squirrel seeks its lost refuge 
The temptation of fruit interposes in the path 
Rosy western burrow for squirrels 
In man's breast a frightened squirrel 

hides itself 
The squirrel devours a heart of cherry 
The bushy tail of the shadow passes 

over objects 
In the quivering tree 

the squirrel blazes 
goes one step down 
descends once more 
revives its fire 

leaping 
it cleans the dust from the leaves 

puts to flight the bird that he\ps the day to die. 

V 
The angelic eyes of the wisteria awaken 
The glass flute 


in the shifting colors 

a flying jewel case 


loses some pearls 

The trees win more ground every day 

The fingers of the sun touch 


all the flowers 

one by one 


Time returns from its journey with a smile. 


VI 

A red bird pecks the seeds 
oh heart nourished by beginnings 
The quail one after another 
restring a walking necklace 
Earth and sky talk to each other 

Eternity is caught 
at this moment under the tree 

Now eternal now 
The horizon opens 
The wind fills the sails 
Are all the ships going 10 sail without me'? 

VII 

Cliff, give me a bold welcome 
Sea unlock the door of your cellars 
to allow shoals of silver to pass 
Into the prison of the blue 

a red fish thrashes 
single soft heart of water 
crossing solitudes 
In the deep sleep of algae 
the. sea weaves and unweaves a thought. 

.* 

VIII 

Stony ravine crystal theatre 
where the characters 
are fireflies and bright stars 
Water on the rock 
oh passing sweetness which yields 
to the impassive motionless affirmation 

alliance of two lives 
of the transparent kingdom and darkness 

joined for the benefit 
of plant nutriment and human thirst 

11 
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IX 

Walt Whitman has come to visit me 
I look at the beard of myoid friend 
with the grey spiderweb of rain 
I look at his boots covered with American mud 

In two rush·bottomed chairs 
we sit at the table 
enjoying condiments of words 

In any corner 
his glance 

causes the shoot of a poem to grow 
traveller's staff 
gardiner's root 
Where is your universe? I ask him 
Where is eternal progress 
the victory 
the peace without bitterness? 
The rain drips down to his eyelids 
tears in the constellation of his beard 
His shoulders bow 

beneath the invisible weight 
Mould infuses the bread of words. 

X 

Stones 
turf 
trees invite the clouds 

to a luminous festival 
Sails are born in the sea: summer 
The anger of the foam 
turns into humility 
On earth Saint Green condemned to the flames 
gives up his soul to heaven 

Smoke of eternity 
which nobody sees 

12 

From tree to tree 
extend invisible bonds 
the flight of birds 

Now eternal now. 

Trans. H.R. Hays 

THEATER IN THE WOODS, Stony Brook Photo. PA T PARSICK 
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RITA GEADA 

THE DISGUISED ONES 

They swann through the cities. 

They live in the universities. 

They show themselves off in showcases 

or they shout in printed type. 

You find them everywhere 

always with their arms 

folded across their faces. 


They shield one another, 

rung climbers, 

and their lies, with repetition, 

come to seem truths. 


They hide at the challenge of the truth 

and before her tongue of sacred fire 

they squint their eyes, see nothing, 

because the truth with her searching beauty 

is too much for those who fear her, 

protected always with their thousand anns 

arched like shields upon their many faces. 


And they don't even know 

the meaning of a word 

that they prostitute when they speak it, 

strong as a diamond, 

soft as a feather pillow, 

as fragile as the fmest crystal. 

The disguised ones know nothing 

of the meaning of friendship, 

beautiful and rare as a star in the heart. 


Trans. Donald D. Walsh 
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ON THE WITCHES' SABBATH 

To come to me with those stories! 

To talk to me of creeds and revolutions and guerrilla bands 

and crimes and feudalism and social justice. 

To me no less 
so long suspended between life and death. 

Bloodied. . 

Starving. 

Exhausted. 


To me as a burnt offering. A living torch in Wenceslaus Square. 

To me food for vultures 

always hearing the howling of the wolves, 

witnessing the assault of hungry tigers on human entrails, 

always insatiate. 

To come to me with those gilded tales! 

Happy, happy entertainment! 

You who offer your mouths and tongues 

and teeth only if the occasion is propitious. 

With those tales to me who breathe like Tantalus, i 


.~my flesh torn, 

feeling the drop fall, the immense, the intennittent drop. 
 i

.~Devoured by dismal tunnels, ~.ll 

of days, nights, months, years, centuries. 
,~ 

•
On the Witehes' Sabbath. 

In its marrow. Nailed. :1 

Smelling to the bone the juice of what is certain, ~ 


1its smoke. The truth of the incredible. 
The incredible side of reality. 
Reality just as it is, without deceits, without makeup, 
naked, in its wound. 
Hell, with no word disguises. 
To come to me, no less! 
clutching tridents of words 
in the fright·filled market, 
in the delightful, 
in the endless banquet 
of our time. 

Trans. Donald D. Walsh 
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SONG TO MAN IN THE SPACE AGE 

No. There is no time for laughter 
'When we become aware 
of this new Babel that surrounds us. 
Of the rockets that lead to nothing 
beyond shrieking our thirst for the infinite, 
beyond nailing in space the identity of man. 
Of the man for all times. 
Of the man who is Man. 
From before language 
had invented a word to name him. 
Of today's man eager for new myths. 
Of man the instrument of man, 
launched into space in the name of progress, 
in the name of science, 
in the name of so many names. 
And the poor man can now 
only testify to 
a new way of escaping from himself 
and of escaping 
from the forces that he builds today 
for his own destruction tomorrow. 
To testify to 
a new anxiety about myths, 
to renew the ones now crumbled, 
adulterated by centuries of misunderstanding, 
constrained by crimes and injustices. 
The myths lying under the rubble 
of this new Babel that surrounds us. 
No. 
There is no time for games, 
no time for laughter, 
when values disintegrate 
into radioactive molecules, 
into genes of growing opportunism. 

When every voice comes to an end 

like shrieks on deaf ears. 

When colors, 

all 
by themselves, 

can no longer demand their place in the world. 

When man is left 

so short a time 

to reaffum his human identity. 


Tlans. Donald D. Walsh 

IMMERSION 

Immersed are the centuries 

in the mouth of Man. 

Immersed the seasons. 

The water's falling 

covers the earth. 

There are too many tears 

though there are not enough 

to' polish the stones. 


Tlan$. Donald D. Walsh 
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JULIO CORTAZAR 

NIGHT OF THE INTRUDER 

When you bit into the ancient apple, 
when the roosters' crowing launched you to your kingdom 

of serpents and demons, 
and you ran to dig up the cadavers of a clandestine rite, 

when you returned with the marks of darkness 

dressed in violet, in vomit, scorched 

by sieging mercenaries, by the trades 

that leave dead flies for money, 

oh heart, stubborn in being yourself 

against the wind and tide and procurers, 


you were left perhaps enough light 

to look at the crying tin sky, the city 

where in another time you sank into the anonymous lines 

of respectable working people. 

On the final corner, still walking on a dirt sidewalk, 

you stood trembling, dirty from nanleless love, 

and something like a cautious contentm~nt 


cheered you like a faithful dog playing in your shadoW, 

and also, above, 

your accomplice the moon, 

roving heart of statues. 


Trans. Carl Herzig 
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RECURRENT CEREMONY 

The totemic animal with its claws of light, 

the objects that darkness joins under the bed, 

the mysterious rhythm of your breathing, the shadow 

that your sweat sketches in the air, the coming day. 

Then I straighten up, still battered by the waters of sleep, 

I return from a continent half-blind 

where you also used to be, but you were someone else, 

and when I explore you with my mouth and my fingers, 

I travel the horizon of your sides 

(sweetly you get angry, you want to keep sleeping, 

you call me beast and fool, 

you struggle, laughing, you don't let yourself be taken 

but it's already late, a burning 

of skin and onyx, the figures of sleep) 


The totemic animal at the feet of the bonfire 

with its claws of Hgllt and wings of musk. 


And then yve awaken and it is Sunday and February. 


Trans. Carl Herzig 

i: 
H' 
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PEDRO MIR 

MEDITATION ON THE SHORES OF EVENING 

The many peoples of the Caribbean, silent 
some of them, others sad and nameless, and some 
risen from the fountain of forgetfulness, as happens 
whenever night pauses at a bend in the road 
next to a beckoning window, they sleep. 

They sleep. Perhaps unforgettably, with sweet 
words upon an unappreciated marble slab. 'Here satisfies 
her eternal restlessness a countless soul.' And it is anyone 
of the Caribbean peoples. No, not anyone. 
It is the deceptive shore on which a heel slips 
or struggles. A key dangling next to a wounded note. 

A savage note of drum or leather. 

Attentive to everything, a powerful windmill thrust. 
Placed upon these mortal verges, unwillingly 
he summons everyone to raise the lance, 
and the nag and the ass must rear up 
because we are knots on a single stem 
and our hungers and our dreams 
sense each other through the same signs and the same 
works. We must understand, each other clearly 
facing the windmill. Skinny, crazed, penniless 
and thrashing about, not knowing from what bitter discipline 
come to us this mark and this struggle, but side by side. 
Always side by side facing the windmilL 
Always the windmill and this time with silent 
and cunning sails, its money-making belly, 
its probing flower, irremovable, its tepid 
branch office in everybody like a waning moon. 

But here we all are with the same 
knee thrust into our lands. Ancient gold 
that has cursed us ever since, from those 
flowery caravels shaped like seagulls, 
through these same veins joined by habits, 
wounds and colors, gold received in the kiss 

20 
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of our bare and ancient knees, 

in the sudden arc of the ridge; the gold the ancient gold 

ages the windmill, stifles it, bursts it, 

and because of us the colt rears up 

and a young donkey sniffs at sayings, plays Sancho, 

when a lifted lance rings against the wall of the air. 


We shall be 'happy, we peoples of the Caribbean. 

Our simple families will come back from the dream. 

We are going to bear the names gathered, suddenly, 

like a floating wisp that rolls with the foam 

as the journey ends. We shall be happy, there is no longer 

any doubt. There is no doubt. We must cleanse the house. 

Everywhere a certain beast of cleanliness is roaring. 


It is right that we rejoice and come to a decision. 

Our emancipated, cross-bred name brings victory. 

Of course! We have suffered much and our blood 

has enriched many. It was time! Let us greet 

the hour. Let us indeed greet the hour and the day, 

and let the month and the whole calendar come, too. 

This moment pleases and attracts. It is our moment. 

From now on we shall change the blood 

of negotiation into blood of martyrdom or flower of victory. 


This is that tranquil meditation that I tell to you 

peacefully and on the shores of evening 

face to face with the enormous torrid lap of the Caribbean Sea.
J 

I 
I Trans. Donald D. Walsh 

I 

I 
~ 
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ELEGY FOR THE 14TH OF JUNE 

NOTE: On June 14, 1959, Fidel Castro made an unsuccessful attempt 
to invade the Dominican Republic and overthrow its dictator, Rafael 
Le6nidas Trujillo. 

At these hours you breathe in 

mouthfuls of air from a restless atmosphere. 

Daggers of silence cross, pale 

daggers of nameless silence. 

Not a murmur, nor any secret deed, 

nor any conquered town. 


The darkest pain digs endlessly. 

The mouth bites its conquered tongue, and it sucks 

the angry blood that has a human taste. 

The wind gallops with death upon its back. 


To know that simple men, men woven 

in a fabric fmer than a spider's web, 

bite and fight timelessly and soundlessly, 

no flourish of flutes or drums of deeds. 


To see what the bleakest silence muffles: 

the steadiest struggle, and the frailest faith, 

made of pure rock and naked heart, 

changed into silence and structured of nothing. 


To know that those brows dressed by the moon 

in purest paleness, sweat of sleep, 

travel along an echo bearing nothing, 

along an archless triumph, an unfettered glory. 


The silent clocks, with lofty faces, 

dolefully cross their wrathful hands. 

I t is time that passes and seems to be a lie. 

Only the throbbing temple seems to be a truth. 


And no one knows anything, except that the pure rock 

never surrenders nor does the generous heart. 

And that all hope shelters in the moon-sobbed 

frontier of a dead 


And that every victory brings sadness. 

Silent profile of a restless butterfly. 

Righteous glory, although there are no noises on the roof. 

In the lonely, distant hours cross 

not a murmur, nor any secret deed, 

nor any conquered town. 


1959 

Trans. Donald D. Walsh 

THE EXILE'S BALLAD 

From the wild frontier at which glimmers another 
distant light 
wrapped in my starry foreboding 
I ask for the return of my bay s 

my pounding 
peninsulas 

my four mountain ranges 
my cities barefoot through the fields 
my provinces of dust and sand 

I ask for my little Republic outlined in relief 
a by-product of sugarcane 

rich ill limpid 
grains of.absence 

I demand my hills my forests my streams 
the faces of my children countryman of my children 
and countryman of the hands of the oxherds 

and their carts 

I demand the ashes of my mother-
delicate pollen that goes on being pollen-
my head demands her place of rest 

I ask for my three million inhabitants 
the police, of course, 
if they fling the doors wide open to the people 
and to the soldiers, born like me 
close to the same waters and to the same salt 
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and to the same pillow and to the same rock 

I demand that the entrance to the capital 
or to Bahfa Escocesa 
be free of aircraft carriers and cruisers 
and helicopters and torpedo boats 
because of which the sea salt suffers bitterly 
against the recurring dream 

and the waiting years 

I ask for what most belongs to me 
my country 
for her grief and mine 
for her blood and my blood 
for my absence and her absence 
I singing ballads through lands of exile 
she in sugar crystals along foreign shores. 

Trans. Donald D. Walsh 

Photo. LYNDA BURBANKAMSTERDAM AVENUE, New York 
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NOT ONE STEP BACK 

Moon tree that responds to the climate 

in a system of nocturnity, 

do not let the mistletoe oppress you. 

Not one step back. 


Do not let th(( long regiment 

of the years of relentless crime 

touch your shoulder with the thOUght. 

Not one step back. 


May the lofty flower that sprouts from your branches 

in this splash of freedom 

not lose in honey even the slightest drop. 

Not one step back. 


Not one step back, soldiers and civilians 

brothered suddenly in truth. 

llie is made one above the guns, 

for there are no trenches for snakes, 

from our own wretches to vile foreigners. 

Not one step back. 


Freedom, like an ancient mirror 

shattered in the light, is multiplied 

and each time a fragment flashes back 

the new tftne repeats to the old time: 

Not one step back. 


Not one step back, not one step back, not one step 

of return to yesterday, not half 

a step toward the setting sun, 

not one step back. 


Let nationhood-blood and sweat

be proven in the people's fight. 

Confronting the bullets with clear conscience. 

And in each heart not one step back. 


1965 
Trans. Donald D. Walsh 
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NICANOR PARRA 

MEMORIES OF A COFFIN 

I was born in a splendid carpenter's shop 
but what's amusing is what comes later 
as a kid I was very playful 
I'd enjoy laughing at the urns 
they seemed too solemn to me 
After spending a few months in the showroom 
enjoying a life I dare qualify as happy 
since nothing ever disturbed the peace of the place 
where I really had a lot of fun 
at the expense of the other coffins you understand 
-the only problem was an awful smell of varnish
after a few months I repeat 
I was bought by a lady dressed in mourning 
I was put on a thing with wheels 
which rocketed through the city 
propelled by a gas engine 
an experience I will never forget 
for in an instant 
my life took a 180 degree turn 
I went from complete inertia 
to a state of perpetual motion 
until we arrived at a private house 
where I was laid on a dining room table 

I must have spent several hours 
on that dining room table 
I don't know how many because all of a sudden I fell into a deep 

sleep 

I was exhausted from the zigzagging of the vehicle 

from the darkness-from all these experiences

that world unknown to me 

the hanging clock I saw centered on a wall 

and the chairs and table scattered allover the place 

although deep in my heart 

I was enjoying myself more than I ever dreamt possible 

When I woke up the scenery had changed completely 


to begin with I was covered with flowers 
I could see at my feet several gigantic electric candelabras 
emitting a blinding light 
ab, and also black draperies 
profusely decorated with silver spangles 
You can't imagine my happiness 
when I realized that I was the center of attention of that fabulous 

world 
people approached me and peered in 
they embraced me making a big fuss over me 
facts I interpreted as best I could 
I was getting bored with that whole scenario 
which seemed to be played out in slow motion 
by a spirit who rejoices in the suffering of the unfortunate 
when all of a sudden the situation changes 100% 
they take me away from that sinister room 
and now place me in a horse-drawn carriage 
the height of elegance of course 
the same lady dressed in black 
held onto me for dear life 
making the work of the relatives quite difficult 
that was the most glorious day of my life 
because as we were crossing the city 
toward a destination unknown to me 
all the p;destrians we encountered on the way 
would take their hats off shOwing great respect 
an honor I still consider undeserved 
until we reached a smaller city 
enclosed by walls as in ancient times 
there began a spectacle 
which moved me to tears 
and etched itself in my memory with indelible characters 
I refer to the wonderful speeches 
many people gave in my honor 
and to the repeated demonstrations of affection 
I heard all around me 
until they lowered me taking all the necessary precautions 
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to this room where I now find myself 
awaiting new events. 

Trans. Patricio Lerzundi & 
Lynne Van Voorhis 

Photo. LORNA DOONEMAIN STREET. Patchogue 
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ANTONIO CISNEROS 

A SONNET IN WHICH I SAY THAT MY SON IS 
FAR AWAY FOR MORE THAN A YEAR 

Do you bave children? One. But be is in Peru 

'011 you and round habita lion: comfortable well-arranged 

harmonious_ 

And suddenly in the air of the four seasons and the gods: may 

the gods be favorable to you.' 

When I wrote these lines you we re still in the big sh owcase 
where you exhibited for 5 days 
in (';ompetition with other newborns: 'And look at those big 
eyes' (Aunt Norma), 'the prettiest of all' (Aunt 
And you knew nothing about them as if the roof of anautolllobile 
were scratched by flying beetles which die in the air, 
monarch of your necessities and the CIY of the hungry who 
moisten and muddy th emselves to honor the planet 
Afterwards we took you to the kingdom, middle-class accoI11odation 
of your grandfather. 
-1 came back from Ayacucho without a job (the 
until I was a professor again in San Marcos, 

they pay little we had to teach among pictures of First 

~~ 

:i 

'.1" Coml11union and the wine checked on~ 
:~

and family love encircled you ent:ircled you like drunken 
flies in the.middle of summer. II 
And since you crept after four seasons-'hc aawls very 'j 

! 
well for his age' and ravished the age of memory .~ 

when the big loafer and his wife boarded a ship--50,OOO 
tons of steel, which sailed that night and afterwards I 
(the loafer) wrote 
'the wind blew and reblew over you, Ollr newborn, banana skin 
011 wh ich the flies fed.' 

Cancer and Capricorn were old, unce and again, and flags 
sank into the sand like everything else, the best horses 
with their bellies burst open-
and this rain which !"lIsted the Romans in the Northern lands 
encloses mc in my box of Corn Flakes 
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to write for the pure 

without a crown of grass nor a rabbit's foot to save me. 

To the sweet lament of 2 shepherds: Nemeroso the Big-balled, 

Salicio, the Hairy-nutted. 


Trans. H.R. Hays 

ARRAIGNMENT OF ELEPHANTS TOO WELL 
THOUGHT OF IN RECENT TIMES 

The elephants' feet are sinking into the water as they cross 
the river, their buttocks sway, rounder than a cow's in the 
ninth month of pregnancy. 
Their skins are not only proof against heat and rain 
but also indicate how wise the old ones are and how the boys 
ought to be. 
Bertolt Brecht had a great affection for them and he looked 
at them in the depths of the zoo: a little before he died: 
and he gave them an almond and he wrote. 
But it was the King of the Forest, Wana Tarzan, who lived 
among them and got to speak their language 
and so the elephants-the old ones and the boys-learned 
English. 
All our sajilris are led by biliugual guides. And our camps 
are situated in beautijid picturesque places, so tbat you 
and your family can live tbe life of tbe forest illtensely. 
1n tbe reserves, while you drink a cup of tea, huge, majestic 
elepbants pass by in the distance. 
I like them too-I saw one in the Great Circus, the Human 

Eagles who urinate on the theatre box of the mayor of Lima, 


final authority. 

The tall-and-likewise fat.almond·consuming animal is literary-


but not wholly so. 

Swans-birds in general are already despised, horses and 

wolves are vulgar-'obvioLls symbols' says Bowl, 

lions, eagles, falcons, unicorns are barely national coats of 

arms and are not edible, 
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spiders and flies are no more disgusting than the green worm 

on the mulberry leaves, . 

nutrias are not good for much n or the joy of living and 

beavers are of little use or this good appetite. 

The elephan t is saved from this butchery. 

And tbanks to the faithful pacbyderm Tarzan could climb up 
and escape with his life. 
It's true there was a time when cartographers, spectators, 
trail-blazers were ahead of the game 
and they put their names on bodies of water before anyone 
else got their hands on them: 
Lake Rodolpho, Lake Victoria-and those lands kept their 
names but not without changing their pronunciation. 
But after these people there was already no difference 
between the lightning, the rifleman and the merchant, 
and the cartographers and the other trail-blazers would 
scarcely have earned a monument in London if they hadn't 
already got into the booty. ;.) 

And at that moment the savages saw their stockades overthrown 'I 
by dozens of maddened elephants led by Tamor. The soldiers j
destroyed tbe survivors, respecting only a few chiefs who were 
of some use. Captain Campbell lacked words to tbank the Man 11 
of the Apes for life and victory. When he raised his head it 'j 

was too tale. Tarzan and the elephants were disappearing over ~ 
,Ia green bill. 
,IAnd this is how so many lands were conquered and how they 

had stars, taxes, partitions, areas trimmed off. ..i 
IAnd afterward with time and the waters (ONU; guerillas: 

commonwealth) taxes, partitions, areas trimmed off, they 
gave up their names and their flags. 
The stores in the bush are hermetic, with sbowers, mosquito 
nets, ventilator. Summer is awaited in the middle of winter. 
There is no tomb or gravemarker for LU1l1umba. 

The bits in italics were taken from the Kenya catalog 
of the American Express and from Edgar Rice Burroughs. 

Trans. H.R. Hays 
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1WO POST CARDS 

I 
Post Card for Lima 

The caravans have already returned from Egypt 
bringing news 
of the drunk looking for an Alka-Seltzer 
in rough waters, 
of the drunk 
more alone than a fig tree 
on a golf course. 

II 

(Wegible) to the Third Auditor (DIegible) 

'In the Eastern province there are men who build a house 
every 18 hours and a church in a couple of weeks. 
In the Western province there are men who demolish a church 
every 18 hours (because there are so many) 
and tear a house down every Friday. 
In the Northwestern province they build as many walls 
as they tear down. Here we can speak of an equilibrium, 
and these are the majority. 
In two of these provinces I had a bad reputation and 
was mistreated: the construction companies shut their doors 
to me and likewise those of war did the same. 
In the only places where I was received they raised walls, 
towers and terraces (as I said) which they went on to destroy 
the same day 
-and even though these things were my chief preoccupation 
and very pressing, I felt that they weren't worth the trouble 
or the effort. 
So that I was scarcely atten4ed by any certainties: 
the winds returning from the deep Pacific, the 
beginning of cold weather, 
this pair of lungs which inflate and deflate, digestive problems 
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every weekend, a fatty heart, involved and noisy, and the 
conclusion of this report-useless testimony to the useless 
process of providing testimony. 
Look then for some other scholar. From this year of grace 
all my concern will have to be dedicated to this 
(illegible) which is likewise on the whole (illegible).' 

Trans. H. R. Hays 

TUPAC AMAR U BANISHED 


There are liberators 

with long whiskers on their faces 

who were seen returning dead or wounded 

after their battles. Soon their narnes 

were historic and their whiskers 

flourished among their old uniforms 

proclaiming them fathers of their country. 


Others less fortunate occupy 

two pages of text 

along with their horses and their deaths. 


Trans. H.R. Hays 

LACK OF EXPERIENCE 

In my city 
there's an abundance of churches 
and fakery, 
likewise figs, pines, and rusty white mulberry trees abound. 
They asked me 
from what tree 
would you hang 
a bishop? 
Frankly 
I didn't know what to say. 

Tram;, 11. R. Hays 
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EDUARDO GALEANO 

THE WORLD AND DESIRE 

These are the last days of August. Not far from here folks know 
that winter has started to end. The fragrance of the yellow aromo flow· 
ers is seeping into the cold, announcing that soon the wisteria is going 
to explode its blue and white flowers. Soon the air will smell of wister· 
ia, not far from here, and will smell of apples and magic potions. The 
days are getting longer. 

If Gustavo could, he would say that the windows of the cells 
have been painted white so that the prisoners can't see the sky. He 
would say that this is hard to take, but it is hard only during the day. 
At night it doesn't matter. At night, here, after so long, you can 
imagine it. The Southern Cross is already high, and the Three Maries 
still slow in showing themselves. Anyway, Gustavo would say, it is 
better not to look out from here at night. It is not worth the pain. 
Why? To see the searchlights turning around and around from the 
guard towers? No. If Gustavo could, rather than giving answers, he 
would ask questions. 

He questions everything. But asks other questions: 
"How are you doing in school?" 
"Did you bump your forehead? What happened?" 
"Didn't you bring a coat?" 
"Are you tired? There are thirty wards ...." 
It is hard to be heard amid the yelling of all the other prisoners 

who are as eager as he and push their faces against the wire mesh. 
There are two fences separating him from Tavito. They are chicken 
wire. 

"I am never tired. I walk and walk and walk and never tire." 
"But it is cold." 
"I walk and walk and don't feel it. Isn't it true, Papa? When a 

person walks, the cold is scared and goes away?" 
Gustavo stands on the tips of his toes, and Tavito, ten feet away 

does the same. There's no other way to see each other's face, or to 
tell where the other is, over the wire fence. And even then, Tavito's 
face barely reaches over the cement base of the fence. 

There are so many things to hear, and all the people talk, and 
the voices get confused. At times there are stretches of quiet, as if 

the men, women, and children had all agreed to take a breath at the 
same time, and then as if part of a sentence broke off in the air. 

"The drawings. Didn't you bring me the drawings?" 
"No. I don't have any." 
Tavito tried to put a finger through the mesh and his finger got 

stuck. He couldn't. 
"Why not? 'All of those drawings that. .." 
"I tore them up." 
"Why?" 
"I was mad and I tore them up." 
Gustavo thought that Tavito's hands were getting cold. He lit a 

cigarette and blew the smoke on his hands. He wished for a way to 
blow the warmth to Tavito through the mesh of the fence. The draw
ings. An eye that walks on eyelashes. A doctor clock uses his hands 
of whiskers. A lion comes and eats it alL The lion catches the moon 
with his paw. I'll explain it to you. These three clowns beat the lion, 
trying to save the moon, and the moon falls and. .. A dog nips at the 
behind of a fat lady. Do you hear them? Listen. The fat lady is yell· 
ing, bow·wow, bow·wow, and the dog is saying, ay·yi. 
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Now Tavito has both his hands against the fence and is blowing 
on them. 

"Aunt Berta is on jury duty," he says. 
Behind, there is a door, heavy with steel reinforcement. The 

soldiers tinker with their machine guns and have blackjacks and revol. 
vers in their cartridge belts. Tavito says: 

"She hit me ..." 
The air is damp and stale. 
"...for something I did." 
Tavito kicks at the fence with the toe of his shoe. Then he 

looks up. Looking this way, there is danger, looking that way. The 
face of Carmen, the face of an eager sweetheart. I want everything. 
I want more. The curious eyes, so hungry, devouring the world. 

"Do you hear me?" 
"Yes. yes." 
Gustavo feels a lump in his throat. He looks around, the ceiling 

is high and grey. Tavito says: 
"OK, OK. What?" 
"The fat lady." 
Tavito frowns at the soldiers, sticks out his tongue. 
"Why did she spank you?" 
"Who?" 
"Berta. You said she spanked you." 
Tavito kept quiet, looking at the ground. Finally he said, so low 

that Gustavo could hardly hear: 
"She got mad because I peed in bed." 
"And the Eagle of the Desert, does he know that you wet the 

bed?" 

Tavito's face reddened and he felt tickles of embarrassment. 
"When I'm big, I'll pay them back." 
"The Eagle of the Desert won't want to be your friend." 
"The Eagle doesn't know I did it." 
"Oh, he knows everything." 
"No. You don't see. He doesn't live the same life as me. He 

lives a life of fighting. My life is different. In my life there is an old 
woman like Berta." 

• 

Gustavo hadn't wanted Tavito to come. To see him, he had 
thought, would not be good. But last Sunday he had asked his sister 
to bring him and to wait outside. 

"And the bandage you have on your face. I can't believe that... 
but...and your nose? You have a bruised nose." 

"You fought ten men. In the newspaper it said so. I'm going 
to be strong tOo, and figh t all of them." 

"How did it happen?" 
"It was at school." 
"I didn't fight ten men or anyone. You look like one of 1I10se 

funny guys on TV." 
"They were saying bad things about you." 
"Who was?" 
"The kids at school." 
"What did they say?" 
"That the soldiers are going to kill you. They were saying that, 

and I almost killed them alL" 
Gustavo swallowed hard. He felt a throbbing in his head. His 

ears grew red. He felt Ij.ke sitting down, like being far away, far in 
the past. That was long ago. What was? 

Tavito was talking. He was saying: 
"Aunt Berta showed me a picture of you when you were a kid. 

Before, I didn't know you were a kid." 
Gustavo feels that he is slowly going back, through a file of 

faces, the soldiers, his friends, and he begins to travel, from that day, 
in that prison, to another time. The old times come back, the old 
world, and before it goes away, Gustavo is skipping along beside the 
sea, at his side dances the midget, Tachuela, dancing with a broom 
balanced in the palm of his hand; Gustavo ran after the town band, 
four or five ragged old people, who were letting loose an uproar of 
drums; out in front marched a negro with sparkling white teeth who 
blew a trumpet like no one else; the negro stopped, holding up the 
trumpet in one hand, and with the other he waved to Gustavo and 
roared with laughter; the sun saw them too and died laughing. 

"I wanted to keep looking at the picture, but she took it away." 
And so, twenty years later, Tavito was asking how the penguins, 

I 
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living all their lives on the coast, learn to foretell the rain; the crown 
sparrows beat their wings against the ground, raiSing dust; the desper
ate ants cross the roads. 

"When are you coming home?" 
"I don't know." 
The North Wind that blows on your back, is a wind from the 

earth. But when the wind from the pampas comes, Tavito, it comes 
to clean the air. See. Today the sea has foam 1ike beer. A seagull 
rubs his head with one wing. The surf blows up, hovers, opens like 
a mouth, breathes out. The tide comes up. It will be ok, Tavito. 
The surf hurls itself up, trying to fly. Tavito has whiskers of foam. 

"Tomorrow?" 

"Maybe, I don't know." 


~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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Tavito was chaSing thistle flowers that were being taken up, 
drifting, and being taken by the wind again and Gustavo was asking: 
What is that singing? And Tavito was stopping, cocking his head to 
hear: It's an oriole. No, look. And Gustavo points to a golden wood. 
pecker on the branch of a tree. 

"Who knows when you will corne home?" 
"Nobody knows, Tavito." 
How many days have gone by? How many months? One night 

he finds out that he just can't keep track. Before. Before. Gustavo 
looks without seeing. Wipe out time. Go back in time. Keep me, 
Carmen, keep me in you. I believed, Carmen, that you were never 
going to stop: You held me in your hand and my hand throbbed, it 
was alive like a bird. Before, before everything. And the stars, Papa, 
what do they do during the day? Why did they put mosquitoes in 
Noah's ark? Why did mama die? Two dogs are circling on the sand 
dunes, biting themselves, and Gllstavo had already been put in prison, 
he didn't sleep at home. Three times some guys in uniform had come 
to return things, armed like the men who work on TV, like those on 
the "Combat" serial. They were going around the corner of the house, 
and Tavito saw them without blinking and without saying a word, sit· 
ting against the wall, he shook from his fingers to his toes. Gustavo 
had said: There are so many things that you will have to find Ollt. 
Tavito, invisible things, hard things, the gap that waits for you between 
the world and desire. You will grit your teeth, you will resist it, you 
will ask for nothing. No, that doesn't do anyone any good, Tavito. 
You live to give of yourself. 

Tavito pointed at the soldiers: 
"Do they know when you'll come back?" 
"Tkey don't know either." 
To give of yourself. But what about him? Do I have the right? 

Gustavo wonders. What fault is it of his? I have chosen for him with· 
out asking. Will he hate me for it later? Gustavo sees him going up 
to the soldiers. Tavito talks with them, a soldier shrugs his shoulders 
and then puts out a hand to pat the boy's head. Tavito jumps a little, 
as if the soldier's hand gave an electric shock. 

Do I have the right? I have decided for him. Could it have been 
any other way? Gustavo looks at those around him, face by face, 
those with whom he shares food, and hardship, and the words of en· 
couragement that are passed around like mat6*, from mouth to mouth. 
Nowadays and in days to come. From the other end of the line some· 
one throws him a pack of cigarettes. Gustavo catches it in the air. 

j *Mat~, a South American tea, is drunk from a common cup. (O.I.N.) 
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And Tavito says: 
"Don't worry." He says: "When I become an astronaut, we'll 

go off to the moon and go fishing." 

Outside, the endless dirt road, dusty and cold, stretches through 
the stumps of fallen trees. The sun is white in the sky. Tavito stares 
at the sun, then shutting his eyes, he feels the sun's warmth tickling 
his body. The light shines and wanns his back. A woman who dangles 
a bundle of clothes from one hand walks between the sun and Tavito. 

On the other side of the hills the air smells like honey. And in 
the city, not far from here, the wind kicks up old papers that swirl 
through the streets. In the markets they hawk fruit from Salto. The 
dogs sleep in the sun with the beggars. Sitting on the curb of a side
walk, a little boy draws the world with a stick. 

Trans. D. Jacob Nerpel 

-

VICENTE HUIDOBRO 

COWBOY 

In the Far West 
where there's a lonesome moon 

A Cowboy croons 
till he shatters the night 

And his cigarette is a shooting star 
HIS YOUNG HORSE SHOED WITH WINGS 
HAS NEVER BROKEN DOWN 

And the Cowboy 
his head pressed against his knees 

does a Cake Walk 

In New York 
a few miles away 

The elevators climb 
Uke thermometers inside the skyscrapers 

And near Niagara Falls 
that's put out my pipe 

I watch the spattered stars 

The Cowboy 
riding on a violin string 

Crosses the Ohio 

Trans. Da,id Unger 
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AIR RAID 

Midnight 
In the garden 
Each shadow is a stream 

That rumble isn't a car coming closer 

In the sky above Paris 
Otto Von Zeppelin 

Mennaids are singing 
Among the black waves 
And the bugle sounding right now 
Isn't the bugle of Victory 

A hundred airplanes 
Are flying around the moon 

PUT OUT YOUR PIPE 

Mortars burst like roses ready to open 
And bombs riddle the days with holes 

Cut off songs 
Stir in the branches 

The wind twists the streets around 

HOW TO PUT OUT THE STAR IN THE POND 

Trans. David Unger 

DEPARTURE 
The little boat sailed away 
Over the hollow waves 

From what featherless throat 
have these songs sprouted 

A cloud of smoke and a handkerchief 
Were fighting it out in the wind 

The flowers of the solstice 
Blossom in the emptiness 

And we have wept in vain 
unable to gather them up 

The final verse will never be sung 

Lifting a little boy into the wind 
A woman was saying good-bye from the shore 

ALL THE SWALLOWS HAVE BROKEN THEIR WINGS 

Trans. David Unger 

EXPRESS 
I would make myself a crown 
With all the cities I've travelled through 

London 
Rome 

Madrid 
Naples 

Paris 
Zurich 

Locomotives strung with seaweed 
whistle through the 

I HAVE FOUND NO ONE HERE 

I would make myself a necklace 
With all the rivers I have crossed 

The Amazon The Seine 
The Thames The Rhine 

One hundred sensible 
That have folded their wings 
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CARLOS V. SUAREZ 


And my orphaned sailor's song 
Saying good-bye to the beaches 

To breathe the fragrance of Mount Rose 
To braid the stray white hairs of Mont Blanc 
And on the summit of Mount Summit 
To light the last cigarette 
In the dying sun 
A whistle pierces the air 

It's not a water sport 

ONWARD 

Humpbacked Appenines 
go off into the desert 

The stars in the oasis 
Will give us honey from their dates 

On the mountain 
The riggings are rattled by the wind 
and all the scaled peaks 
The fully-loaded volcanoes 
Will weigh anchor 

THEY'LL BE WAITING FOR ME OVER THERE 

Bon voyage 

A little bit further on ~ 
The World comes to an end />0 

The rivers flow under the ships ~o~ 
Life must pass on ~o~ 

Trans. David Unger 

ICARUS 

Mending nets 

seated with her back to the fire 

the blind woman saw you 

in a dream that turned her 

into a silence that the sea 

refuses to accept. 


Next day her son found your body 

gray and green in the net, 

and even with your charred wings 

you looked like an animal 

escaping from the hunters of the fall. 


Some drunkard at the village 

said you died before touching the sea 

but he also saw you in a dream. 


Nothing matters now! 


You refused to walk alone 

in silence. 

You refused to sleep by the road 

to learn about the harmonies 

that in darkness are 

more powerful than History. 


Dh corrupt"r! 

You wanted the robe, 

the penances, 

the sacred books written in fear 

by old merchants, 

and you wanted to ask Eternity 

questions that only the Great Fever 

can answer during a long high night 

of ceremonials. 


It does not matter now if in the city 

they have a tapestry full of creatures 

or an army to find out the name of God_ 
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It was useless to fly from your own shadow. 

It does not matter now if multitudes are singing 
to the ordering of things. 

The cities are burning in a dream you did not want, 
and the sea is waiting 
for the ones that may escape the fue! 

7TH AVENUE IRT, New York Photo. LYNDA BURBANK 
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KOTO SONG 

Old women 
standing silent by the sea 
said at your departure 
'Today he sets sail for the very edge.' 

Beyond silence 
as if into another landscape 
you sailed toward an horizon 
with no memories. 

Soldiers working on the bridge 
bowed and said 
that you would bring honor 
to your ancestors' house. 

But the gray birds 
did not follow your sail 
and robed men 
from the monastery on the hill 
burned the shack 
in which you meditated, 
and you did not see the smoke 
that remained low in the valley. 

WheE lhe sunset stat: appeared 
you realized 
that also in your dreams 
infinity had 
all the shades of solitude. 

But it was too late 
and the phosphorescent depth 
called you 
irresistibly. 

When pilgrims pass by the wall 
on which your banner waits 
they are instructed to keep silent 
because when your body was found 
your mother cursed it. 
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ALEJ ANDRA PIZARNIK 


ORIGINS OF THE WIND 

You still have not told about your guilt 
carried around the house 
as a toy forgotten under the snowfall 

and recovered at sleeping time. 


Prisoner of the night ... 

it would have been better, 

under the white field, 

if you had taken care of your wounds 

in the oblivion of the snow, 

with the wind passing 

through the deserted time of a gray night. 

It would have been glorious beyond punishment, 

but you are still alone 

at the end of another fall; 

alone and unsheltered in the afternoon; 

and the wind still refuses to tell you 

where did it get its fingers. 


It would have been a lie 
too easy to 

and too dangerous to leave alone 

in the dark 

throughout another winter. 


Maybe the answer, left behind the wind 

by your own origin, 

it is within the silence of the words 

you cannot speak in solitude... 

or maybe 

endangered by the night 

it is waiting for your rescue 

in the mazes of your nightmares. 


REVELATIONS 

Lying at your side at night 
words are part of a code. They're keys. 
The desire to die is 

If only your body could always be 
a love place for saying the things we feel. 

THE ONLY WOUND 

What stunned beast 
drags through my blood 
and wants to be free? 

It's not that easy: 
to walk along the streets 
and brand the sky or earth. 

DESERTION 

Desertion held in suspense. 

No one can be seen on earth. 

Only blood's music 

sets up house 

in a wide open place. 


SOMETjIING'S MISSING 

I don't know a thing about birds, 

I don't know how fire came to be. 

But I think that my solitude deserves wings. 


Trans. Ellen Kahaner & David Unger 
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JAIME SABINES 

MY TELEVISION SET HAS ME WORRIED. 

My television set has me worried. Lately, it's been distorting 
the picture. Faces are pulled ou t in absurd ways or get cut down, 
they jiggle and blur until it becomes a monstrous game of trumped· 
up faces, lights, streaks, and shadows as in a nightmare. The sound 
effects, the music, and the words come in clearly, but they don't 
fit the picture: they lag behind, they jump ahead, they ride over 
the faces you're able to make out on the screen. 

I'm told that an expert could repair it in two or three days, 
but I'm against that. I con't want any violence: they'd stick their 
hands in it, pull it apart, they'd do ominous grafts, risky transplants 
that aren't always successful. It wouldn't be the same again. 

I hope it gets by this crisis. It has this dreadful fever, a 
splitting headache, a horrible stomach virus making it dream up these 
things we're watching. 

Trans. David Unger 

I DIDN'T HEAR THE CAT PADDING ON THE RUG. 

I didn't hear the cat padding on the rug, or purring happily, or 
meowillg-almost in a human voice-for something to eat. 

Something like the spirit of the cat got tangled up in my feet and 
led them down underneath the staircase. ! found there some dolls 
that had been thrown out, a plastic flowerpot, and the Christmas 
tree bulbs inside a box. There weren't signs of a struggle, no trace 
of blood, no clues. 

Why do I suspect my cat has been killed? Because always at 
this time, when he gets up, he either jumps down from nearby 
rooftops, haggard and abused, or greets me from the armchair that 
has kept him away from love and the cold. Nights are all alike, 
but this last night was ominous and unreal: my sleep constantly 
being cut off, those near nightmares of wakefulness, that quiet and 
foul climate full of strange smells and low shadows. 

There's no point to it. I've looked and called for him without 
luck. If I don't find his body, it'll be the perfect crime. 

Trans. David Unger 

JOSE KOZER 

CLEANING DAY 
All the awnings at home had to be pulled down, 
all the windows in the neighborhood had to be shut, 
before it felt safe on Thursday 
to throw the front door wide open. 
And then the disinfectants, the mothballs, Abraham's footsteps 
wiped out my grandfather's contrite body, 
they all announced mother's slippers shuffling through the rooms, 
polishing the seven arms of the candelabra, 
sorting out the silverware for the dairy and meat, 
pressing down the potato pancakes of the Exodus, of abundance, 
while the street outside was an uproar of dark women full of fire, 
the street burst into the wild triple beat of a Cuban bongo, 
and three pretty girls danced, stirred the quivering ass of a song, 
while my mother doggedly straightened the mirrors. 

Trans. David Unger 

The store in Havana has turned to dust, 

dust covers the imported Irish linen, 

and my father, dust-coated Jew, 

comes home each day with a rye loaf under his arm. 

He Comes Mme day after day, always looking the same, 
 ;1
his eyes crossed from measuring bolts of fabric, 

he's not a sea captain rolling his eyes, 
 Ihe comes back home, a rugged but carefree volcano. 
Father arrives and we lunch with our eyes on the ceiling. I 
I've never seen water seep in, I don't see any fish or potted plants, 
my mother polishes the carved edges of the furniture again, 
she changes the sheets from last Thursday, 
we haven't seen a flower in any of our bedrooms. 
All the stores in Havana have been S;lUt, 

the workers, all fired up, have started marching; 
again, the old dust-coated Jew, my father, 
carries the Ark of the Covenant on his way out of Cuba. 

Trans. David Unger 
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ROQUE DALTON 


I never see my father, still living, 
but I know he has gotten smaller, 
he has a family of brothers turned to ashes in Poland, 
he never saw them, he found out by telegram about his mother's 

death, 
he inherited nothing, not even a button from his father, 

god knows if he inherited his nature. 

My father who was a tailor and a Communist, 

my father who said little and on the terrace sat down, 

not to believe in God, 

not to have anything to do with people, 

just mumbling against Hitler, mumbling against Stalin, 

my father who once a year took a shot of whiskey, 

my father sitting up in a neighbor's tree eating his apples 

on the day the Reds came into his village 

and set my grandfather dancing like a bear on a Saturday 

making him light and smoke a cigarette on a Saturday, 

and my father left the village never to come back, 

he went off never to stop grumbling against the October Revolution, 

hammering over and over' that Trotsky was a dreamer 

and Beria a criminal, 

hating books, he sat hunched up on the terrace 

and told me that mankind's dreams are nothing but empty words, 

that history books lie because paper can put up with anything. 

My father who was a tailor and a Communist. 


Trans. David Unger 
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DREAM AWAY FROM TIME 

There was a time 

when 1 knew a lot about the dead. 


Whenever I stopped to face the night 

in the last streets my sorrow 

could bear, 

I couId make' out their voices well, 

hailing me through the mist over their country 

to keep on reminding me 

that some day I would have to throw my lot in 

with the eternal ice of bodies that were gone. 


I knew how the dead whirled around 

shaking their terrifying manes, 

wearing the ivy's battle dress 

and eager to use the sacred animal sense 

they had taken with them from life. 


1 couldn't understand that God was dead. 


Learning how to die, 

that's what life was. 


Now 

after new hymns, new oceans of tears, 

after new eyes present behind numbers, 

behind s9lid, cruel, endless bonfires, 

in silent houses 

where husbands love their naked brides, 

in the corpse lying in the hospital, 

in winters that bleed before their time, 

in churches that grow, on and on, 

over the initials of the slave, 

I 
know 


that 

the 


dead 

raised 


their 

flag 
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and left us, the miserable sons of oblivion, 

to go on building life, 

country life, sea, or cosmic life, 

cleansed of the old obstacles 

(darkness or special silences) 

and of its solemn images 

and secret outcries 

hidden in trees. 


The dead are dead. 

They've stayed behind. 

Dead. 


Trans. Hardie St. Martin 

From STORM 

A tremendous wind is blowing. 
It's only a small hole in my chest, 
But a tremendous wind is blowing through it. 

Henri Michaux 

(10:00 p.m.) 

Another glassful of dust 
from the earth's ashes 
let a lamp come up from the belly of the sea 
a teardrop for my throat today 
another echo quenching its thirst 
in my blood because it has to 

Let's kneel down and shed tears for the hidden dead 
let's seek justice for those everyone passes by 
Outside the rain shakes out its dull draperies 
the cold is black grass growing over the sidewalks 

Il 

(11:30) 


One day.. I felt cold but no one noticed me. 


Only my tiniest pore was alert. 


The ice wanted to tell me something. 

Something tender, I know. It didn't have time to. 

The heat's greedy arms to the rescue! 

How sickening-rats, god, mother, how sickening! 


And from then on, the ice has been my enemy ... 


1 
I 
I 

S4 
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III 
(1:00 a.m.) 

Deep hair 
hands like spiders plunging into its deepness 
I'm staying out of the rain 
alone with my last drink 

When day ends 
nowadays 
a heaviness tries to take even my shadow over 

I can hear an angel coughing 
its little-girl cough 

someone lit the candles we had forgotten 

Trans. Hardie St. Martin 

MY HORSE 

I owned a horse 

more beautiful and nimble than the Ugh t. 


He was like a wave of blood, stamping. 

A tiny storm with eyes. 
An untamed mountain on perfectly molded legs. 


My horse was born dead one day 

and the shock on my face put the winds to flight ... 


Trans. Hardie St. Martin 

ENRIQUE LIHN 

MEMORIES OF MARRIAGE 

We were looking for a basement to live in, 
anywhere but in a boarding house _ Paradise lost 
now took on its true features: one of those small apartments 
that can still be rented for a reasonable price 
but only at six in the morning: <Just yesterday a young 

couple took 11.' 
Meanwhile, we went back and forth in the dark down tricky 

corridors. 
Man is a wolf to man and a wolf is a landlady 

with her teeth full of holes, sweaty aIDlpits, 
dubiously a widow. 

And there, where the classifieds invited us to live, 
a three story hell rose up: 

a new site for a marriage to crumble. 

Meanwhile, as we went back and forth in the dark, drifting 
apart a little more at each step 

the other couple was already there, building their nest 
on something solid, 

winning the super over to their side, a man usually 
sullen to strangers 

but now anxious to make them into grateful children. 
'They haven't forgotten a thing. I'll bet the new elevator man 

got Iris tip.' 
'The ideal couple.' On the dot. At just the right time. 
We couldn't see them, we could only feel their future 

presence in an empty room: 
our shadows hand in hand among the first shoots of sunlight 

on the parquet floor, 
a pool of white nuptial light. 

'You can take a look at it, if you want, 
but you've come too late.' 
It was getting late for us. 
It was getting late for everything. 
For ever. 

Trans. David Unger 

Copyright 1977 by Enrique Lihn and David Unger. 
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ALBUM 

The day's light is now nothing but 
the blinking of a blind man who gets his bearings from the sun 
or the meeting of memories with the family album. 

We are heading for a false light full of memories 
and this summer's sun is a blind man's thing 
but the dream knows it: we would be there 
if the last day weren't just another day. 

Trans. David Unger 

Copyright 1977 by Enrique Lihn and David Unger. 

ALBUM 

Someone else is controlling our moves 

when they drive us into defeat, a gambler 

in whose hands we are a marked card, 

the last one and the fear and memory of a crime 


Yet not even the main character 

of an old adventure novel: 

games of chance still are games 

and violence, in any case, pays off 


Whoever reduces us to shadows in the gameroom 

is a shadow himself less free than others, 

a digest of absurd characters 

something like the horror of a family album. 


Trans. Jonathan Cohen 

THE SEA ISN'T FOR YOU TO THINK ABOUT. 

The sea isn't for you to think about, even if you're there 
the beaches something else 

rather the very complement of emptiness. 
Summer vacationers like cows grazing on the rocks, 
just the foam of nature. 
Sun of the coast Eye of an ox that blinds. 
Our dark and personal troubles not here: 
a mollusk among the rocks will yield 
-if it has one-the secret of its form: 
a live pebble among dead pebbles 
but with a morsel to eat. 

On Isla Negra I perform this ritual 
of time being killed as a cow, 
and I don't get to think my thoughts 
or pursue the notion of thinking. 

Scraps of my past collect 
like the refuse on the beach. 
They were dumped here, there were people 
and actual ghosts like oxen 
anything among the rocks distracts me: 
from yesterday until now there is just this summer. 

Trans. Jonathan Cohen 

Copyright 1977 by Enrique Lihn and Jonathan Cohen. 

Copyright 1977 by Enrique Lihn and Jonathan Cohen. 
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ERNESTO CARDENAL 

'THE MOST ECONOMICAL CARIBBEAN PARADISES .. .' 

Paradise is not on Paria 
as Christopher Columbus thought 

... most pretty countryside, as green and beauteous 

m; the orcbards of Valencia in Marcb ... 

... mildest temperateness, tbe countryside and trees 

like April in tbe orcbards of Valencia ... 

Nor 
on Antigua where the temperature doesn't go higher than 80 
and the bathing is just perfect, and there is electricity 
and no malaria, and there are three golf courses 
nor on Grenada, free of tropical diseases and hurricanes 
with tennis courts, golf and a nigh t-club 
nor 
on Saint Lucia 

paradise of painters and photographers 
nor on Cayman Island (free of income tax) 
where you can still hunt for pirate treasure 
and live in a hotel for $6 a day. 
No. It doesn't come through the Tourist Agencies. 
You have been saying ever since Calvary: 

'today you shall be with me in Paradise .. .' 
And it isn't Tobago 

only 7 hours from New York 
A MODERATELY PRICED TROPICAL PARADISE 

where a couple can live on $2000 a year 
in a bungalow next to the sea, with electricity and radio 
among guavas coco-palms mangos exotic flowers 
and rum is cheap, and you don't spend money on clothes 
because you can always wear shorts and sport shirts 
Nor the Virgin Islands (British) 

'a perfect paradise 
except for the inconvenience of being Without a dentist' 
But I know Paradise 
it isn't the one from the Tourist Agencies 

Paradise is where the two of us are. 

Trans. Jonatban Cohen 

Copyright 1977 by Ernesto Cardena! and Jonathan Cohen. 
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THE COTTON FIELDS 

And what did they used to plant? 
They used to plant corn 
and beans, pumpkins and red peppers 

but now somebody there has a cotton plantation 
The fields plowed by those robust oxen-back and forth
have disappeared 
and the carts that rattled loads of corn 
at harvest time, have disappeared. 
And there is no more timber. Just the sun on the cotton fields. 
Cotton has been planted right up the hillsides. 
They go out to the backwoods with dogs hunting lizards 
pigeons, armadillos, but the wild game has dwindled 
it is hard to bag a rabbit nowadays, the pigeons are skittish. 
When there is not enough to eat they go into the backwoods 

and look for guava 
out in other people's fields to cut green mango. 
Those pastures had groves and groves of wild plum trees 
that gave plums and shade on the pastures 
and there are no wild plums or pastures anymore 
just cotton fields everywhere, and the dust clouds 
of tractors.and trucks loaded with cotton. 
At noon they head out with dogs to hunt quail 
and try catching them around the hillsides. 
Over on that hill, living in their tiny thatched hut 
the MartInez family just has tortillas for dinner every night. 
My friend the green bogs have all dried up 
knapsacks filled with tender sweetcorn are uncommon 
you never hear the shout of the cattle roundup 
or the bustling to fetch the oxen at the crack of dawn 
to the pastures to plant corn beans pumpkins and my friend 

I tell you there are no pastures anymore 
just the rows of men and women and children and old people 
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early each morning among the dust clouds 
carrying the gourd of water and the bundle of sacks to the 

cotton fields. 

Trans. Jonatban Cohen 

Copyright 1977 by Ernesto Cardenal and Jonathan Cohen.. 

CALLS 

You can take the call you have been waiting for. 

The calI that may tell you your number was the prize winner. 

You answered the question on the radio. And you won 

the sample jar of cream, the blender, you won 

the trip to Hawaii. 

But in spite of the ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED BLENDER 

and THE FANTASTIC CREAM THAT REVELVETS YOUR SKIN 

you commit suicide with barbiturates. 


In spite of having won 
or in spite of the radar 

you board a Comet 4C 
bound for Los Angeles, bound for Honolulu 
which the RB47 reconnaissance plane has since lost track of. 
Or you continue to wait for a call that doesn't come
waiting for the arrival of love in fresh makeup. 
But they called you a long time ago 

and got that WRONG NUMBER. 
Or they are calling you on the phone 

and calling and calling 
and yes, that's your number, except you are not there. 
You have left the house 

and it's the police to inform you 
that your body has been identified at the station. 

Trans. Jonathan Cohen 

Copyright 1977 by Ernesto Cardenal and Jonathan Cohen. 
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JOSE DOLORES ESTRADA 
(To all the exiled Nicaraguans) 

He fought against the Spanish governor in the streets ofXalteva 
in the unsuccessful rebellion of April 1812. 
But the glory wasn't his. He was a boy 
and other rebels were the leaders. 
He later beat the Americans at the San Jacinto ranch. 
He was general then. But the glory wasn't his. 
Soldiers and peasants fought too. 
Now an old man, in exile, for opposing the re-election 
of the president (his close friend) 
he writes to his friends from Costa Rica: 

"/ am clearing a little patch here 
to see if/can grow some tobacco. " 

And that was his great glory: 
because it was his hardest battle, and the one in which he fought 

alone 
with no general, nor soldiers, nor trumpets, nor victory. 

Trans. Jonathan Cohen 

'.COpy:right 1977 by Er:nesto Cardenal and Jonathan Cohen. 
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A SAD WIND THROUGH THE OLIVE TREES 

The rest was death, and only death 
at five in the afternoon. 

'Lament for IgnaCio Sanchez MejIas' 

At 5:00 P.M. last June in a small town near Granada, Fuente 
Vaqueros, where Federico Garcia Lorca was born, a brief ceremony 
was held to commemorate what would have been the poet's seventy
eighth birthday. Only half an hour was allowed by the Granada 
authorities for this 'unofficial' tribute to the long dead poet by 
relatives, friends and thousands who cherished his memory and his 
work, and all the roads leading into town were watched by the Civil 
Guard, so unforgettably identified by Lorca in one of his most 
famous gypsy ballads: 

Their skulls are leaden, 
which is why they don't weep. 
With their patent-leather souls 
they come down the street. 
Hunchbacked and nocturnal, 
where they go, they command 
silences of dark rubber 
and fears like fine sand. 
They pass where they want, 
and they hide in their skulls 
a vague astronomy 
of shapeless pistols. 

The Spanish government, which in the past few years has done its 
best to use Lorca's name and genius for its own ends, had staged 
its own, much ballyhooed ceremony nine days before in the same 
town square, thus stamping its official seal on Lorca's 'rehabilitation' 
forty years after his death. This move was publicly repudiated by 
the Lorca family and by intellectuals and political figures everywhere. 

Lorca had planned to come in May 1936 to New York, en 
route to Mexico and South America, where he was so popular that 
three years before, in Buenos Aires, his plays had broken attendance 
records and his adaption of Lope de Vega's classic, La dama boba 

(The Foolish Lady), directed by him, had drawn almost sixty thousand 
people to the stadium where it was performed. This trip mighthave 
saved his life, but he changed his mind and went to Granada instead. 

In 1929·1930 he had spent nine months in New York, making 
a summer visit to the Catskills and Vermont. He lived at Columbia's 
John Jay Hall but stopped attending classes after his first week at the 
university, because English seemed too difficult to learn. Americans 
were not familiar with his work then and few of them even knew 
that he was here, partly because he generally cultivated friends who 
spoke Spanish. In a way, this may have been just as well, for his 
solitude inspired one of his best books, Poet in New York. Later, 
back in Spain, he would say, 'No one can imagine how alone a 
Spaniard feels there, especially if he is a man from the south [of 
Spain].' 

Lorca's attachment to his Spanish roots was vital to him. Much 
of his work owes its strength to his early memories of Fuente Vaqueros 
and Granada, and of the country people and servants who taught him 
the folk songs and stories that left such a deep mark in him. His love 
of the theater from childhood on and of puppet shows, which he 
himself staged at home, and his training in classical music would 
also have a lasting effect on him. In fact, he became such an 
accomplished pianist (he also composed pieces for piano) that the 
famous composer Manuel de Falla once said that Lorca could have 
become,Jl great classical musician, ifhe had not chosen to become 
a great poet. But his parents decided against a musical career for 
him, when his piano teacher died. 

Despite his love for Granada, it was much too confining for a 
man of Lorca's varied talents and in 1919, he left Granada University, 
which he had entered three years before, to continue his studies in 
Madrid. The Residencia de Estudiantes, where he settled for the next 
ten years as a kind of permanent student, who did almost no formal 
studying, has often been compared to the colleges at OxfOId and 
Cambridge, and was famous for the progressive and liberal ideas 
encouraged there. Writers and professors from other parts of Europe 
came to lecture at the Residcncia and it attracted the best young minds 
and teachers in Spain. Federico made friends easily and, while at the 
Residencia, would become close to the other young poets-Salinas, 
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Guillen, Diego, Aleixandre, Alberti, Cernuda-who, with him, would 
form the greater part of what is now generally called a second Golden 
Age of Spanish poetry. 

Lorca was publishing little-a book of prose impressions about 
Spain in 1918 and in 1921 a first collection of poems-but he was 
writing a lot and reading his new poems to anyone who would listen. 
He cared little about seeing his books go into print and sometimes 
his manuscripts would just lie around for years, but his reputation as 
one of the best young poets spread quickly by word-of-mouth. 

The themes, structure and rhythms of the second book of poems 
he wrote, Poema del cante jondo (Poem of Deep Song), rely strongly 
on gypsy songs Lorca started learning as a child. The cante jondo 
contains the most complex forms of Spanish folk music. The sudden 
release of love or bittemess, joy or sorrow, in soaring cries or sinking 
moans, seems to be wrenched from the singer's deepest self; this 
music has an Oriental feeling and experts have attributed Indian, Arabic 
and Jewish origins (one critic claims that its name is a corro pHon of 
jomtob, that is, yomtob) to it. It seems to be a blend of all three. The 
poems in this book, written in 1922 but not published till 1931, are 
not simple imitations, they are original contributions to a folk tradition 
that goes back to the Arab occupation of Spain. And they were a 
kind of prelude to Lorca's Roma'lcero gitano (Book of Gypsy Ballads), 
which would make him the most popular Spanish poet in and outside 
of Spain. 

At this same time, he was working on another collection, 
Canciones (Songs), in which overtones of folk songs persist at times, 
but the poet has smoothed all the rough edges and imposed a lyrical 
elegance on the primitive rhythms. All the essentials that would later 
go into his best poems and plays are already here in miniature. Erotic 
and dark images. The repressed sensuality that would be developed 
in his theater appears in the eigh t-line 'The Spinster at Mass'. There 
she is, all in black, devout, drowsy, perhaps dreaming of love she's 
never had. 'Bull eyes are watching you,' the poet says. 'Give the 
black melons of your breasts/to the murmur of the mass.' No abo 
stractions block the reader's way into these poems. There are no 
detours for the reader, as there are none for the rider in 'Rider's 
Song.' 

C6rdoba. 

Far away and alone. 


Black pony, big moon, 

and olives in my saddle-bag. 


Although I know the roads 

I'll never reach C6rdoba. 


Through the plain, through the wind, 

black pony, red moon. 

Death is looking at me 

from the towers of Cordoba. 


Ay! How long the road! 

Ay! My valiant pony! 

Ay! That death should await me 

before I reach Cordoba. 


Cordoba. 

Far away and alone. 


The shadow of death that haunts all of Lorca's major work hovers 

over the rider and the landscape. 
The gypsy's world is the theme of Romancero gitano (Book of 

Gypsy Ballads) but the model is the octosyllabic romance, the earliest 
traditional form in Spanish poetry. The closest thing to it we have is 
the old Epglish ballad. Lorca was not just dipping into the past, how
ever. Into these poems he put everything he had found useful in 
contemporary innovations in poetry. His control over his material 
was so absolute by now and the ballads were so readable and looked 
so easy that they immediately became popular among sophisticated 

and simple people alike. 
In his book Lorca: The Poet and the People, Arturo Barrea tells 

of a friend, who could barely read, coming to him one day during the 
Spanish Civil War, with a greasy, thumb·worn copy of the Book of 
Gypsy Ballads, opening it, and asking him to explain something in the 
'Ballad of the Spanish Civil Guard'; 'I can feel what it means and 1 
know it by heart, but 1 can't explain it.' Not only were all of Lorca's 
senses active in the making of these poems but he could also make 
his audience somehow also feel what he did. He could transmit com
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plex states of mind so that they somehow became accessible to 
everyone. 

Gypsi~s are so close to nature that they slip confidently into 
the myths he created for them, in which cosmic elements take on 
supernatural powers and show human qualities at the same time. The 
moon, for instance, kills and carries off a little boy who has interrupted 
her dancing. In another poem, the wind gets excited when he sees 
Preciosa, a gypsy girl, coming down the road playing her tambourine, 
and tries to stop her: 

'Sweetheart, let me lift up 

your dress and have a look. 

Open the blue rose 

of your belly for myoid fingers.' 


When honor or racial dignity is at stake, the gypsies may become 
violent, yet the simplicity that makes them fight to keep intact 
their beliefs and their love of ritual is disarming. In the Civil Guard 
poem, the gypsies are having their Christmas celebration, and St. 
Joseph and the Virgin Mary have just come in-she, dressed up like 
a mayoress in a chocolate paper robe and an alnlond necklace-, when 
forty members of the Civil Guard raid the feast and start shooting 
right and left. 

The gypsies are all gathered 

by the Bethlehem ga teo 


. St. Joseph, full of wounds, 

enshrouds a young maid. 

Stubborn and sharp, the guns 

clatter the whole night long, 

while the Virgin is healing children 

with drops of star spume. 


These gypsies are, above all, persecuted human beings. That's why 
an ordinary Spaniard could see himself in the gypsy's place, and that's 
why this ballad could stir up rebellious feelings in Arturo Barrea's 
friend. Luis Cernuda, one of the best poets of Lorca's generation, has 
said that Lorca seemed to embody the spiritual essence of all of Spain. 

It was this Spanishness that made Lorca feel so displaced and 

threatened in the New York of the Depression days. It was the first 
time he had left Spain and, after the community life and relaxed pace 
back home, New York seemed overwhelming. He was awed by the 
giant buildings wedging gracelessly into the sky and by the city's 
furious rhythm. 'Geometry and anguish' he called this years later, 
when he gave a reading of some of the poems in Poet in New York in 
Madrid. At first the rhythm might appear to be lighthearted, but a 
second look at the mechanized social life, the slavery of man harnessed 
to the machine, made the emptiness and the tragic anguish that drove 
people to crime understandable. 

Death had always obsessed him but here, where he saw rivers 
of gold rushing to Wall Street from all corners of the world, and de ath 
with it, where the absence of a spiritual life seemed so vivid to him. 
death had.never seemed so real, death without hope, death that was 
putrefaction and nothing else. This terrible spectacle without any 
grandeur made him write his 'Dance of Death', in which he saw nature 
rising up against the industrialized machine and taking over the city. 

...and the cobras will whistle on the highest floors, 
and the stinging weeds will make courtyards and 

terraces tremble, 
because the Stock Exchange will be a pyramid of moss, 
because the jungle creepers will come after the rifles 
and soon, soon, very soon! 

• Look out, Wall Street! 

He saw suicides and hysterical people, who cared only about the 
immediate present, and he saw hunger everywhere, but no sign of the 
justice he wanted for all. 

I attack all those persons 
who know nothing of the other 
the half who cannot be saved, 
who raise their cement mountains 
in which the heart of the small 
animals no one thinks of are beating, 
and from which we will all fall 
during the final holiday of the drills. 
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I spit in your face. 

The other half hears me ... 


It was for the black man, whom he saw as the same victim of 
oppression he had sided with in the gypsy, that Lorca had his first 
kind words. Years before in Spain, he had said, '[ believe that, being 
from Granada, I'm inclined to show a friendly understanding for the 
persecuted. The gypsy, the Negro, the Jew.. .' If Lorca simplified 
the black man into a kind of noble savage at the mercy of the white 
man and his inventions, he also considered him the most spiritual 
American and the only one who had preserved his individuality. 

Ay Harlem! Harlem! Harlem! 

There is no anguish comparable to your oppressed eyes, 

to your blood shaken within your dark eclipse, 

to your deep-red violence deaf and dumb in the shadows, 

to your great King, a prisoner with a doorman's uniform. 


Despite the humanity behind these words, his description of the Negro, 
whose aspirations were after all the same as the white man's, is 
theatrical and unconsciously patronizing. The black man represented 
for him the most obvious victim of the destructive forces and the 
misery present everywhere during the Depression, but Lorca was 
speaking out for all victims of injustice and accusing a system that 
seemed blind to man's inner needs, made him its slave and robbed him 
of his dignity. 

As Lorca's ship sailed away from New York to Cuba, where he 
found Spanish roots again, the New York skyline seemed as beautiful 
as any of nature's wonders. He was sorry, in away, to leave a city he 
admired, in spite of all the bad things about it he had pointed out in 
his poems, a city where he 'had received the most useful experience 
of [his] life.' He would return to his country with a deeper sense of 
responsibility and a greater understanding of the needs of his own 
people; the social consciousness that had surfaced with such bitterness 
in Poet in New York would continue to exist as a subtle but very real 
undercurrent in his plays and would motivate much of his work in 
the thea ter, which woul d take up most of his time from now on. 'In 
our time,' he said, 'the poet must open his veins for others. That's 
[one of the reasons] why I have given myself to the theater, which 
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allows us to come in direct contact with the masses.' 
This contact became very real in 1932, when Fernando de los 

ruos, Minister of Education, made Lorca one of the two directors to 
head a traveling theater group, 'La Barraca', as part of the new Spanish 
Republic's program of education for the people. Lorca and his co
director, Eduardo Ugarte, rescued Spain's classical drama from the 
dust oflibraries and took the plays of Cervantes, Lope de Vega, 
Calderon de la Barca and Tirso de Molina to small country towns, 
whose people were considered the most backward in Spain. Lorca 
was thrilled when he saw thos.e unp retentious audiences listening in 
rapt attention to the great plays. 'We've seen for ourselves,' he said, 
'that there's only one audience not fond [of the theater] : the frivolous. 
and materialistic middle class.' Such unflattering referehces would 
strike home and be remembered later. 

Farces, a historical romance, and two surrealist plays were 
among the dozen or so pieces Lorca wrote for the theater. Some were 
minor or have come down incomplete, but others are perfect in their 
own way. However, I'll have to pass them all up to take a quick look 
at his last four plays, his best, for the light they throw on the human
itarian aspect of his work, which alienated the narrowminded 
traditionalist mentality of his time. In his own words, 'The theater 
is poetry that steps out of the book and becomes human,' and the 
heroines of his plays were so true to the side of the Spanish character 
drivenj,nto hiding or killed by stale conventions or a cruel sense of 
honor, that they stirred feelings in audiences that had little in common 
with the superficial characters usually seen on the Spanish stage. I 
should have said 'the heroine [singular] of his plays', because woman 
is the protagonist of Lorca's greatest plays and man, oppres.sor or 
obstacle in her way to self·fuITtllment, is little more than a prop to 
set her off. The prevailing motif of all these plays is frustrated love. 
In the three tragedies, Blood Wedding, Yenna and 8ernarda Alba, the 
conflict following frustrated or unsatisfied love is always resolved by 
violent death. On one level, the characters are simply victims of their 
own passions and, ultimately, of fate; the violent deaths that would 
seem senseless in a different setting seem true to the Spanish character 
and are convincing. On another level, the women are martyrs of forces 
that kill the spirit. DoHa Rosita the Spinster or The Language of 
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Flowers, one of his last four plays, is a romantic comedy about middle
class society in Granada at the turn of the century. It's the story of 
a girl, whose sweetheart leaves for South America, promising to corne 
back and marry her. Eventually he marries someone else there, but 
this is kept from Dona Rosita, who goes on waiting until she becomes 
a faded, middle-class spinster. Unlike the earthy heroines of the 
tragedies, she is a gentle symbol of femininity. Her simple acceptance 
of her tragic future, once she finds out the truth, shows up all the more 
vividly the falseness and the meanness of people that have turned her 
into a grotesque, unwanted creature. There are two minor characters 
in the play, a serving woman and a school teacher, who see through 
the artificiality of the times and protest against the unfair treatment 
of the poor, giving the play social overtones. Lorca captured the 
essence of the Spanish way of life and transformed reality to a level 
of clarity that opened the eyes of people accustomed to follow false 
guidelines for living set by a society entrenched in traditionalism. Yet, 
when Dona Rosita the Spinster was turned into political propaganda 
in Barcelona, in December 1935, Lorca was upset and denied that 
there was any political intention in his drama. 

Lorca was politically timid. In fact, he once told his friend 
Damaso Alonso, the poet and critic, 'I'll never be a politician. I'm a 
revolutionary because there isn't a real poet who's not a revolutionary.' 
Yet in April 1936, Lorca told a journalist, 'I'm working on a new play. 
It won't be like any of my previous plays ... The real theme of the 

is a religious and socio-economic problem: He says nothing else 
about the play, but he goes on to illustrate his feelings about the con
dition of the world, in which hunger is so common and shocking, with 
a story about two men, one rich and the other poor, walking by a 
river. The rich one raves about the sights on the river, the only thing 
the other can rave about is his empty stomach. And Lorca concludes, 
'The day hunger is wiped out, there's going to be the greatest spiritual 
explosion mankind has ever seen. No one can imagine the happiness 
that will break out when the Great Revolution comes. I'm talking like 
a real socialist, aren't I'!' Everything about Lorca indicates that the 
last sentence was said playfully but, less than four months before the 
Spanish Civil War, they were dangerous words. 
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In his book The Death of Lorca, the best account of the poet's 
death published so far, l;in Gibson collects impressive material to 
show why the traditionalist forces of Spain looked on Lorca as an 
enemy and marked him for death. Among the damaging evidence were 
the poet's public statements (a few of which I've mentioned), 
gatherings of a definite anti-Fascist and Republican character attended 
by him, anti-Fascist manifestoes he signed, his liberal tendencies, and 
his friendship with important Republican politicians and leftist intel
lectuals. Federico's statements and actions that seem to have political 
implications were prompted by his humanitarian convictions, and 
Gibson has even explained how politically naive he had to be. For all 
his statements against the Fascist cause, he was on friendly terms with 
Jo~ Antonio Primo de Rivera, the founder of the Falange. 

Disregarding much of this evidence, which he must have known 
about, in 1956 Jean-Louis Schonberg, in an article, published in Le 
Figaro Litt~raire, taken from his book Federico Garda Lorca 
(L 'hornmc-L'ocuvre), carne up with a sensational theory that Lorca's 
assassination had been motivated by revenge from homosexual rivals. 
Schonberg weaves his case together with wild assumptions, proofs based 
on hearsay, and innuendos he puts ~nto lines taken from 'Ode to Walt 
Whitman', from love poems in Divan del Tamarit, one of Lorca's last 
books of poetry, and from one of the few poems we know from 
Sonetos del arnor oscuro (Sonnets of Dark Love), whose manuscript 
was lostd-uring the war. Schonberg's theory became widely known 
and evidently has been accepted by intellectuals who haven't checked 
any further. What's more, he played right into the hands of the 
Franco regime, which for years had been hedging about Lorca's death 
or trying to pin it on fanatics or irresponsible individuals. 

While admitting that Lorca did have the reputation of being 
homosexual or at least abnormal, in some quarters of Granada, Ian 
Gibson takes Schonberg's theory apart point by point. Summing up 
his analysis of it, Gibson writes: 

In fact he has totally failed to substantiate his a priori 
theories concerning the alleged homosexual motives for 
the poet's death. His arguments cannot withstand close 
scrutiny, his research is careless and it can be seen that 
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he seeks to shift the ultimate responsibility for Lorca's 
death from the leaders of the rising [Fascism] in Granada 
onto the shoulders of private individuals acting more or 
less on their own initiative. It was for this reason that 
his 'revelations' were received with such delight in Spain 
and, as we have seen, Franco's propagandists lost no time 
in appropriating for their own purposes the essential 
details of his account. Thanks to Schonberg, Lorca's 
death could, from 1956 onwards, be explained away as 
a sordid 'affaire de moeurs' and the Nationalist authorities 
in Granada freed of responsibility for the crime. 

Against advice from many of his friends, on July 16, 1936, 
Federico left Madrid for Granada on a night train. He went to his 
parents' villa, Huerta de San Vicente, just outside the city. 

One morning, about a week after his arrival, two men were seen 
watching the villa, and at noon Lorca reportedly received an 
anonymous threatening letter. That afternoon two men, who mayor 
may not have been the ones seen in the morning, came to the house. 
They· were looking for the brother of the villa's caretaker but not 
finding him there, they tied the caretaker to a tree, beat him till blood 
fiowed, and then dragged the other members of his family into the 
yard, apparently meaning to shoot them all. Federico protested and 
was knocked down. The men left but, from then on, he seems to have 
been under observation. Subsequent visits by the authorities to search 
the house convinced Lorca to go into hiding, on August 9, at the home 
of a friend, the poet Luis Rosales, two of whose four brothers were 
officials in the Falange. This should have insured Lorca's safety, but 
he was arrested on the 16th, the same day his brother-in-law Manuel 
Fernandez Montesinos, the Socialist mayor of Granada, was shot. 
Lorca spent two and a half days under arrest, yet neither the Rosales 
family nor his father could save his life. The man who arrested Lorca 
was Ram6n Ruiz Alonso, and one of those with him at the time, Juan 
Luis Trescastro, later boasted that he himself had taken part in the 
actual murder. These two men and others who, like them, were 
members of a Catholic organization called Acci6n Popular were 
probably the instigators of the arrest. The highest authority in Granada 

at the time, the Civil Governor, J os~ ValMs Guzman, who ordered the 
execution, was a Falangist. Yet, in his book, Garda Loren, 
ASESINADO: toda La verdad (Garda Lorca, ASSASSINATED: The 
Whole Truth), published in Spain in 1975, Jos~ Luis Vila-San-J uan, 
who adds no substantial evidence to Gibson's, calls Lorca's murder 
an accident (his italics). He blames it on unfortunate circumstances 
and on the 'bourgeois stupidity' of those around Governor Valdes 
who were supposed to maintain order in the city, clearing of respon
sibility the Falange and those Catholic extremists who were part of 
the Fascist movement. This is unacceptable. 

At daybreak on August 19, 1936, he was shot not far from the 
village of Viznar and its notorious barranco, where thousands of 
people from Granada were executed by the Fascists and dumped into 
mass graves. Lorca was not killed there but a little farther along the 
road that leads to another village, Alfacar. The man who buried him 
took Gibson to the spot where he found the poet and three other men 
who had been shot with him. He buried themall, one on top of the 
other, in a trench next to an old olive tree. Today even that olive tree 
is only a ghost, for the entire grove to which it belonged was cut down 
to make room for the colony of summer bungalows that stand over 
the dead. 

Two years before, Lorca had written one of the greatest elegies 
in the Spanish language, 'Lament for Ignacio Sanchez Mejias', in 
memory of the bullftgh ter by that name, a close friend of his, who 
was gorelto death in the bullring. Lorca wrote his elegy with an 
in tensity of feeling never found before in any of his poetry. The 
insistent refrain, a las cinco de ia tarde (at five in the aftern oon) 
repeated every other line, in the first part of this four-p art poem, is 
like the tolling of a bell. And many people have seen in this poem a 
strong premonition Lorca had of his own death. 

Now the moss and the grass 

open with sure fingers 

the flower of the skull. 

And now his blood comes out singing... 


The last, meditative lines of the poem, in which the poet accepts his 
friend's death. move with the grandeur of a funeral march. How many 
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people must think of Lore a and his own death, when they read these 

lines! 

It will be a long time, if ever, before there is born 
an Andalusian so true, so rich in adventure. 
I sing of his elegance with words that groan 
and I remember a sad wind through the olive trees. 

Hardie St. Martin 

Photo. LYNDA BURBANKAMSTERDAM AVENUE, New York 
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These are my shoes, 

This is my shirt, 

This is my telephone number. 


Waves of sky. invade my eyes. 
My tongue remembers the taste of lemon, 

The prickle of salt. 

My shadow caresses my feet. 

Water licks my skin with its soft tongue. 

I can sit or stand. 

I can speak my own name. 

When I sleep I become a part of darkness. 


Are the images of memory printed on my skin? 

My mother, caged in anxiety, 

The bars never gave way, 

Time moving past my father, 

Leaving him diminished, in perspective. 

In summer he drove a horse and buggy 

Into the sunset. 


I sat between my parents' knees on a folding stool. 

There was a singing in my thr<;>at; 

An hOUI:Jasted a year 


And disappointment traveled to the end of the world. 


It takes years to become intimate 

With five fmgers, 


Two legs will answer to the whistle of wonder; 

The heart nestles in the chest, 

An eternal stranger 

And a boy's sex is a twin brother, 

Hated and loved. 


It is difficult to understand 

Even a dandelion. 


The eye of a child leaps no higher than a grasshopper; 

His pulse vibrates like a tuningfork; 
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His tomorrows are bright with bicycles and fire engines 
But he has not yet seen the footprint in the sand. 

There were too many flags in my menme. 
There was too much marching. 
Trees wore neckties, in cities 
Tall buildings pursed their lips, 
Even chimneys were wearing gloves 
And schoolbooks were composed of bread and sawdust. 
I saw birds flying past horizons 
But always far away. 
I made friends with small stones, 
Shining brown and yellow in brooks. 
A cow told me its name. 
And in the roadways I wore sandals of dust 
And carried a cloud in my hand. 

Home is like a lump of butter on the tongue. 

I carried it with me for a long time, 

Warm and sweet it contained the taste of bedrooms, 

The shadow under \he diningroom table, 

The clatter of pots in the kitchen, 

A dog barking for joy, dew on the lawn, 

A doorway full of light. 

It melts year by year, washed away 

By countless cups of coffee. 


I pushed my head between trees. 

I climbed steps of air. 

I swam long roadways of cement. 

I pressed a button to turn on the sun. 

All of a sudden I was tall as a house. 

I was no longer afraid of policemen 

And doors took off their hats 

When I opened them. 


The bodies of women are composed of music and flowers. 

Their eyes are full of children. 

They lacquer their hearts with nail polish 


And wear them in their hair. 
wish to move in long slow dances. 

to their vines like fruit 
And resist the changing seasons like a field full of statues. 

I learned to read their language. 


I found poexp.s behind doors, 

Some floated on the surface of the water, 

Some were embossed on the bark of a tree 

And in the gu tter they lay 

Among burnt matches, orange peel and cigarette butts. 


I said to my wife 

The space between the leave 

Is more important than the leaves. 
Small miracles of darkness 

Make faces and stick out their tongues. 

Meanwhile time has climbed up the 

Branch of the oak tree 

And the footsteps on the roof 

Are moving toward the horizon. 

This is the moment when summer 

Has not decided 

Whether to become autumn 

Or to pasture its butterflies on your shoulders. 

You ha;e been running backward too 

Put your hand into the mouth of the lion. 

These glittering pebbles which fall from the sky 

Will not harm you. 

They are only the moon's tears. 

Face the shadow in the corner of the room 

And recite three of my poems. 

Suddenly a window will open, 

A window onto the blue meadows of the sea. 


Ghosts dressed in newspapers 

Walked my world. 

I heard the sour screams of the eagle. 
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I flung the alphabet against the courthouse 

But when our dog died 

My daughter wept in my arm s; 

The pain-wracked body, the feebly wagging tail 

Was more real than earthquakes in the Andes. 


Parents send out sons 

Like doves from the ark, 

Hoping for greener continents, new fields 

Above the flood. 

My children-what do they keep of me? 

I think of my father and mother, 

Failures (who can boast of success?) 

My mother's voice, a tragic contralto-the song 

Que faro senza Euridice-

From Europe she brought back love, 

A broken mirror, a heap of ashes 

And died distracted fifteen years after her death, 

Who knows what American monsters haunted her dreams? 


I praise and rejoice in 

Clouds, as if painted by Constable, 

Grey shadows, bloated pods of down 

Billowing across the sky, 

The blue air behind them publishing 

Its colo r in unlimited editions; 

Voices that approach like headlights 

Out of misty weather shedding a certain warmth; 

Clarions of sunset trumpeting above ragged mountains, 

The history of the world hidden behind them; 

Wonderful sounds that emerge 

From the sea, from deep green darkness 

And the continual timeless pulsation of sheels; 

The movement of people, just walking 

Past lighted shop windows, as lovers 

Dip their hands into each other's eyes; 

Wings beating at night, wet 

An old Indian woman patiently creating 


A pyramid of red peppers in the marketplace, 

Surrounded by the brown silence 

Of an ancient race; 

The smell of alpaca wool woven into blankets 

And the small furry scuttling 

Of rabbits and chipmunks in the dry leaves. 


Poems-

Poems of bronze horses, explosions and s!Uall fish 

Nibbling in streams, 

Poems of singing steel and fur·lined hallucination, 

Poems of bitten fingernails and semen and the odor 

Of salt marshland, 

Poems full of trees spurting blood 

And musical windowshades and zinnias six feet tall 

And lacerated flesh, beaten till it howls 

And four-dimensional typewriters 

And the shadow beneath a woman's breasts 

And the bellow of fantom buIls 

Mourning the death of Apollo-

Poems I should have written. 


I shall leave behind me 

Empty glasses, 

A watch, busy as ants on a dead 

Some~ail pairings, a landscape 

With an elm tree and a fence in the foreground, 

A telephone ringing in an empty room, 

Pigeons making love on a ridgepole, 

My electric razor, 

A word here and there, a fly 

Buzzing against the pane, 

A mirror reflecting the space around objec ts. 


This is my house. 

When I get up in the morning 

I look out of the window. 

I walk on two feet, 

Blood continues to beat in my wrist, 
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Toothpaste lies flat on the brush, 
hair grows, 

I lift spoons and forks. 

I do not ask what sunrise means 
Or what the silence says. 

OFF MAIN STREET, Patchogue Photo. LORNA DOONE 
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JOSIAH WARREN 

Yankee inventor, musician, printer, 

America's first anarchist, 


Staunch rebel, 

He fought the bloody juggernaut of profit 

All his life .. 


Small, plump, sure of himself 

And his views but so sensitive 

That when upset by a violent argument 

He took to his bed for a week. 


He made a living leading bands 

At funerals in Ohio. 

They called him a crackpot. 

He coined the phrase 

'Individual Sovereignty' 

And founded a colony on Long Island in 1850 

That lasted 10 years. 


Enemy of money power, 

Goods, he believed should be priced 

According to the time 

It took to produce them. 

He set up time stores, 

Printed his own scrip, 

Good for an hour's labor 

Or a bushel of corn. 


Freedom, said Warren starts with 

The IndiVidual, whom marriage, 

Governments, the army, the church and 

The police force would destroy. 

In 1850 he knew what was coming

The mOUlting eagle, 

Rat turds in the White House. 


The bloody juggernaut of profit 

Rolls on. 
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PATRICIO LERZUNDI 


H.R. HAYS-SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGIST 

The literary activities of H.R. Hays have, by no means, been 
limited to translation. A poet and novelist in his own right, he 
is also the author of four infonnal studies in such diverse fields as 
zoology, religion, feminism and social anthropology. His achieve
ments in these latter areas bear closer examination. In spite of the 
diversity of his subject-matter, Hays' perspective has remained 
holistic rather than fragmented; he is a delineator of relationships 
among disparate areas of human knowledge; he is a reader and 
translator of myths. Hays' inquiries have been undertaken with a 
dual purpose: on one hand they are readable introductions to 
esoteric subjects. They fulfill, for the non-specialist, similar functions 
to works like H.G_ Wells' Oudine of History or Paul de Kruif's 
Microbe Hunters; they are guidebooks which render accessible large, 
abstruse and often unmanageable bodies of information. 

Such a generalization, however, tells only part of the story. On 
a deeper level, Hays' idiosyncratic forays into the history of human 
knowledge are motivated by an impulse more creative than.critical. 
His is not the painstaking road of the scholarly treatise with its ac
cretion of detail, judicious balancing of expert opinion and dis
interested pursuit of truth. Hays' books are, instead, characterized 
by intuitive leaps and bursts of insight. They radiate energy and 
convicti9}l. This leads him to reveal more of himself than is . 
customary within the confines of academic discourse and, in so 
dOing, he calls the shibboleths of such discourse into question: 

Value judgements are not supposed to enter into 
anthropology but even the driest monograph exhibits 
them; they influence the author in his choice and em
phasis and very often tip the balance when it comes 
to the acceptance of explanations or theories. The 
writer confesses to a prejudice against bloodshed and 
violence. The reader will therefore discover that non
neutral language is employed in describing these aspects 
of human behavior. 

- In the Beginnings 

Hays' insistence that the visceral is as important an element of 
serious discourse as the intellectual is nowhere more c1early·stated. 
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Moments of insight carry, for Hays, an excitement as great as 
any that derives from a whaling-voyage or a trek through the Amer
ican wilderness. His account of America's first social anthropologist, 
Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, is an example of this. Schoolcraft, a 
prodigy who entered college at fifteen and whose interests ranged 
over a variety of subjects including poetry and the natural sciences, 
had been appointed Indian agent in the Chippewa territory of 
Michigan in 1822. Unlike his predecessors, Schoolcraft was interested 
in the customs and language of the Chippewa people. He learned 
their language and consequently found that this knowledge led him 
into territories whose existence he had scarcely imagined: 

He had already ventured far beyond philology. As his 
ability to speak to the other race developed, he stepped 
into a new world, a world of demons and terrors, where 
ghosts appeared in sacred dreams, where the processes 
of nature were surrounded with magic and mystery, 
where jossa reeds, or medicine men, were supposed to 
be able to plunge naked into roaring fires without being 
burned, where an Indian died from no visible organic 
ailment because he believed harmful spells had been used 
against him. It was all puzzling, exciting and even poetic. 

- From Ape to Angel 

But the most dramatic realization came later, when Schoolcraft 'dis
covered the ability of the red man to create myths.' This recognition 
of the Indian's myth-making power elicited the follOwing reaction 
from Schoolcraft: 

'Why have no travelers mentioned this trait? Surprise 
reached its acme when I found [the red manl whiling 
away the tedium of his long winter evenings relating 
tales and legends for the amusement of the social lodge. 
These fictions were sometimes employed, I observed, to 
convey instruction or to impress examples of courage, 
daring or right action. But they were at all times replete 
with wild forest notions of spiritual agencies, necromancy, 
and demonology. They revealed abundantly the cause 
of his hopes and fears, his notions of duty. and his be
lief in a future state.' 
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And Hays underlines the ultimate significance of this discovery: 
'Schoolcraft had discovered a literature! To a poet nothing could 
have been more exciting, and he embarked at once on a voyage of 
adventure into the mind of primitive man.' 

Hays' investigations are informed by his belief 'that human 
beings are still primitives disguised in the mask of modern tech
nology.' All his inquiries are, in fact, attempts to strip away the 
mask, to see the relationship between structures of belief such as 
religion, myth and language on one hand and the shaping force of 
human subjectivity on the other. He writes: 

Science had to be invented ... We now take the atti
tude that scientific statements are provisionally true if 
they seem to work. The scientific point of view is not 
easy to define in a few words. It is, however, a radi
cally different way of looking at the world from the 
magico-poetic one that we call religion. 

- Birds, Beasts and Men 

And he attributes the hostility that the male in our society often 
feels toward the female to an atavistic fear of the 'other'. Although 
his terms of discourse in The Dangerous Sex, a study of the 'myth 
of feminine evil', owe much to Simone de Beauvoir's The Second 
Sex, Hays carries the argument easily onto his own ground, discussing 
the phenomenon of male fear/hostility as it appears in the work of 
Strindb!rg, O'Neill, Melville and others. 

To read Hays' anthropological histories is to witness a vigorous 
mind in the process of grappling with profound and timeless issues 
of human existence and identifying and analyzing the myths within 
which these issues are given form. Hays is, above all, an interpreter 
of dreams and belongs in the company of poets and the occasional 
essayists (Leslie Fiedler and Norman Mailer come to mind here) who 
have been willing to take large risks while pursuing their often-illusive 
definitions of American experience. Still another clue to Hays' ex
cursions into mythic history can be found in the writing of Michel 
Foucault who describes, in The Order of Things, a significant change 
in European sensibility. Fouc ault sees his. culture engaged in an 
exciting new process of: 
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inventing for itself a depth in which what matters is no 
longer identities, distinctive characters, permanent tables 
with all their possible paths and routes, but great hidden 
forces developed on the basis of their primitive and in
accessible nucleus, origin, causality, and history. 

Hays operates at such a depth, and his nerves are always attuned to 
the 'hidden forces' and their shaping power. 

From Ape to Angel: An Informal History of Social Anthropology; 
Knopf, New York, 1958. 

In the Beginnings: Early Man and His Gods; Putnams, New York, 
1963. 

The Dangerous Sex: The Myth of Feminine Evil; Putnams, New 
York,1964. 

Birds, Beasts and Men: A Humanist History of Zoology; Putnams, 
New York, 1972. 

Uoyd Becker 
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H.R. HAYS 

When I first walked up to him, almost a decade ago at 
Southampton College, stuck out my hand and introduced myself 
with 'Aren't you H.R. Hays, the writer?', he seemed not only 
diffident but slightly embarrassed. How had I ever heard of H.R. 
Hays the poet, the playwright, the novelist, the translator, the 
writer of books in cultural and social anthropology, much less 
read some of his work? I did not realize at the time how long 
Hoffman Hays has had to live with the fact of being a prophet 
without honor. 

This issue of Street is therefore one necessary step toward 
proper recognitions: 

of his early depictions (see, for instance, his novel, The 
Envoys) of Latin American peoples' revolutionary needs, and 
gringo arrogance and ignorance in the face of those conditions; 

of his early recognition (see his book, The Dangerous Sex) 
of women's suppression in Western cui ture's patriarchies; 

of his consistently fine poetry (see the two Kayak Press 
volumes), with surrealistic elements before Bly, Hitchcock and 
other, younger contemporaries, were making their 'strange,' 
'dark,' verbal motions; 

of his m~mumental (yes! that word still means.) translation, 
12 Spanish American Poets (first issued back in 19431), that, more 
than any other work, brought Neruda, Vallejo, Borges, Guillen 
and others, into our language. 

Instead of going on, I will only say 'Bless you!' to Hoffman 
Hays, and 'Go and read more of his work,' to anyone reading 
this. 

~ 
R.B. WEBER 
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BOOKS BY H.R. HAYS 

Stranger on the Highway (1943) 


Lie Down in Darkness (1944) 


The Takers of the City (1947) 


The Envoys (1953) 


From Ape to Angel (1958) 


In the Beginnings (1963) 


The Dangerous Sex (1964) 


The Kingdom of Hawaii (1964) 


Explorers of Man (1971) 

Birds, Beasts and Men (1972) 


Children of the Raven: The Seven Indian Nations of the 

Northwest Coast (1975) 

Charley Sang a Song (1964) 

Strange City (1929) 

Selected Poems 1933-1967 (196S) 


Crisis (1969) 

Inside My Own Skin, Poems 1968-1971 (1975) 


12 Spanish-American Poets (1943) 


The Trial of Lucullus - Bertolt Brecht (1943) 


Selected Poems of Bertolt Brecht (l947) 


The Stone Knife - Jose Revueltas (1947) 


Selected Writings of Juan Ram6n lim6nez (1957) 


Selected Poems of Jorge Carrera Andrade (1972) 


* 

NECESSARY LIES RA Y FREED 

Poems. 36 pp 5~ x 8!1.z, handbound 
and numbered. 450 copies 

SHORT CIRCUITS - DAN MURRA Y 
Poems. 42 pp 5~ x 8!1.z, handbound. 
500 copies. 

STREET OF LOST FOOLS - JACK MICHELINE 
Poems, prose and drawings. 44 pp 5i4 x 8*, 
bandbound and numbered. 300 copies. 

THE RENTED TUXEDO -JIM TYACK 
Poems and drawings. 44 pp 5!4 x 81/.2, band
bound and numbered. 5 ()O copies. 

CHUNDERHARA ALLEN PLANZ 
Poems. 44 pp 5~ x 8!1.z, handbound 
and numbered. 500 copies. 

LAURIE'S SONGS - R.B. WEBER 
Poems. 12 pp 9 x 6, bandsewn and 
numbered. 150 copies. 

RELEASE THE BREATHLESS - BONNIE GORDON 
Poems. 14 pp 9 x 6, han dscwn and 
numbered. 150 copies. 

A SEA STORY - G.B. FLEMING 
Poems. 8 pp 8!1.z x 5*, limited band
sewn and numbered. 500 copies. 

CASTING BONES FROM A TURTLE SHELL 
- GRAHAM EVERETT 

Poem. 8 pp 8* x 5*, limited handsewn 
and numbered. 500 copies. 

STREET PRESS 

Box 555 


Port Jefferson, New York 

11 
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$1.25 
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$1.00 
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CONTRIBUTORS 

Lloyd Becker is a member of the English Dept at Suffolk Com
munity College. 0 Robert Bly, from Minnesota, is a poet and 
translator of Neruda and Vallejo and others. 0 Lynda Burbank, 
painter and freelance photographer, lives in NYC. 0 Ernesto 
Cardenal is a Catholic priest, Christian-marxist. New Directions 
will soon publish a book of his poetry translated by Donald D. 
Walsh and others. 0 Jorge Carrera Andrade has published num· 
erous books of poetry since 1926. 0 Antonio Cisneros is a 
member of the editorial staff of the Peruvian journal Amaru 
and now lives in London. 0 Jonathan Cohen, a poet and 
translator, will have translations of Enrique Lihn in the New 
Directions book, The Dark Room and Other Poems, in 1978. 
He lives in Port Jefferson. 0 Julio Cortazar is best known for 
his novel Hopskotch (Pantheon) and other fiction. 0 Roque 
Dalton won the 1969 Casa de las Americas prize in Cuba. He 
was assassinated in 1975. 0 Lorna Doone, who lives in Stony 
Brook, will soon exhibit locally her photo-essay on West Meadow 
Beach. 0 Esti Dunow is a painter from NYC, her drawing from 
Guatemala on the cover. 0 Eduardo Galeano published a book 
of short-stories and other prose. 0 Rita Geada, a political exile 
(antiCastro), won the Premio Carabela in 1969. 0 Marlene 
Gottlieb is a professor of Latin American literature at Lehman 
College and CUNY Grad Center. She has just published a book 
on the poetry of Nicanor Parra. 0 Raul Grinberg, from 
Argentina, now lives and works as a physician in Binghamton, 
NY. 0 H.R. Hays, a man of letters, has been living in East 
Hampton for the past 12 years. Born in NYC in 1904. B.A. 
Cornell U 1925. M.A. Columbia U 1928. Attended the U of 
Lieg~, Belgium. In the early 50's, he wrote over two dozen 
television dramas for NBC, CBS and ABC. He created a Drama 
Dept at Southampton College in 1965. He's now preparing a 
biography of the anthropologist Franz Boas. His most recent 
book of poetry, Portraits in Mixed Media and Other Poems, 

to be published. 0 Carl Herzig lives in Johnson 
and is working on a book of Cortazar's poetry. 0 Vicente 
Huidobro pUblished his first book of poetry in 1913. He died 
in 1948. 0 Ellen Kahaner is a poet in NYC and edits a new 
little magazine, Lost Glove. 0 Jose Kozer, from Cuba, now 
lives in Queens and teaches at Queens College. He has pu blished 
two books of poetry. 0 Patricio Lerzundi, from Chile, now 
lives in New Jersey and teaches at Lehman College. He is the 
general editor of TlJe Dark Room and Other Poems (New 
Directions) by Enrique Lihn, who won the 1966 Casa de las 
Americas prize and now lives in Chile. 0 Pedro Mir works as 

a journalist and writes a regular column for a leftist Dominican 
weekly. His first book of poetry appeared in 1949. 0 D. Jacob 
Nerpel, from Washington, teaches at Stony Brook. He spent two 
years in the Peace Corps in Paraguay. 0 Nicanor Parra's book 
Poems and Antipoems t1954) established antipoetry. He is also 
a physics professor in Chile. 0 Pat Parsick lives in Port 
Jefferson. 0 Alejandra Pizarnik published several books of 
poetry before she killed herself in 1972. 0 Jaime Sabines works 
as head of a business firm in Mexico Oty. 0 Hardie St. Martin 
has just published his translation of Neruda's memoirs as well 
as his anthology Roots and Wings: Spanish Poetry from 1900
1975 (Harper & Row) for which he won the first Islands and 
Continents Translation Award. 0 Carlos V. Suarez, from 
Argentina, now lives in Johnson City, NY, and has started to 
write his poetry in English. He has published books of poetry 
in Spanish. His most recent book of poetry, In Praise of 
Dreams, yet to be published. 0 David Unger is a poet, novel
ist and translator living in NYC. His translations of Enrique 
Lihn will be in the New Directions book. 0 Lynne Van 
Voorhis reaches French at Lehman College. She is working on 
a translation of an 18th century French novel. 0 Donald 
D. Walsh is a widely published translator of prose and poetry 
written in Spanish. His translation of Emesto Cardenal's In 
Cuba recently published by New Directions. 0 R.B. Weber 
is a member of the English Dept at Southampton College. 
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